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A new method has been developed for calculating the
pressure distribution and aerodynamic characteristics (lift,
drag, and pitching moment) of wing-body-tail combinations in
subsonic and supersonic potential flow. This report describes
the computer program developed to perform the numerical calcu-
lations.
METHODOF SOLUTION
The configuration surface is subdivided into a large
number of panels, each of which contains an aerodynamic singu-
larity distribution. A constant source distribution is used
on the body panels, and a vortex distribution having a linear
variation in the streamwise direction is used on the wing and
tail panels. The normal components of velocity induced at
specified control points by each singularity distribution are
calculated and make up the coefficients of a system of linear
equations relating the strengths of the singularities to the
magnitude of the normal velocities.
The singularity strengths which satisfy the boundary con-
dition of tangential flow at the control points for a given
Mach number and angle of attack are determined by solving this
system of equations using an iterative procedure. Once the
singularity strengths are known, the pressure coefficients are
calculated, and the forces and moments acting on the configu-
ration determined by numerical integration. A detailed descrip-
tion of the method is given in Part I of this report.
PROGRAMDESCRIPTION
The computer program is written in CDC FORTRANIV, version
2.3 for a SCOPE3.0 operating system and library file. It is
designed for the CDC 6000 series of computers, occupies 70,000
(octal) words, and operates in OVERLAY mode. The program re-
quires five peripheral disc files in addition to the input and
output files.
PROGRAMINPUT DATA
The input to this program consists of two basic parts,
namely, the numerical description of the configuration geometry
as adapted from reference i, and an auxiliary data set speci-
fying the singularity paneling scheme, program options, Mach
number, and angle of attack. The program input is illustrated
by the sample case presented in Appendix III.
Description of Input Geometry Cards
The configuration is defined to be symmetrical about the
xz plane, therefore only one side of the configuration need be
described. The convention used in this program is to present
that half of the configuration located on the positive y side
of the xz plane. The number of input cards depends on the
number of components used to describe the configuration, and
the amount of detail used to describe each component.
Card 1 - Identification.- Card 1 contains any desired iden-
tifying information in columns 1-80.
Card 2 - Control integers.- Card 2 contains 24 integers,
each punched right justified in a 3-column field. Columns
73-80 may be used in any desired manner. Card 2 contains the
following:









Cambered wing data to be read





Data for arbitrarily shaped fuse-
lage to be read
Data for circular fuselage to be
read (With J6=0, fuselage will be
cambered. With J6=-l, fuselage
will be symmetrical with xy-plane.
With J6=l, entire configuration
will be symmetrical with xy-plane)
10-12 J3 0
1
No pod (nacelle) data











































No fin (vertical tail) data
Fin (vertical tail) data to be
read
No canard (horizontal tail) data
Canard (horizontal tail) data to
be read
A cambered circular or arbitrary
fuselage if J2 is nonzero
Complete configuration is sym-
metrical with respect to xy-plane,
which implies an uncambered circu-
lar fuselage if there is a fuse-
lage
Uncambered circular fuselage with
J2 nonzero
Number of airfoil sections used
to describe the wing
Number of ordinates used to define
each wing airfoil section. If the
value of NWAFORis input with a
negative sign, the program will
expect to read lower surface
ordinates also
Number of fuselage segments
Number of points used to represent
half-section of first fuselage
segment. If fuselage is circular,
the program computes the indicated
number of y- and z-ordinates
Number of stations for first fuse-
lage segment
Same as NRADX(1), but for second
fuselage segment
Same as NFORX(1), but for second
fuselage segment
Same as NRADX(1), but for third
fuselage segment
Columns Variable Value Description
46-48 NFORX(3) 2-30 Same as NFORX(1), but for third
fuselage segment
49-51 NRADX(4) 3-30 Same as NRADX(1), but for fourth
fuselage segment
52-54 NFORX(4) 2-30 Same as NFORX(1), but for fourth
fuselage segment
55-57 NP 0-9 Number of pods described
58-60 NPODOR 4-30 Number of stations at which pod
radii are to be specified
61-63 NF 0-6 Number of fins (vertical tails)
to be described
64-66 NFINOR 3-10 Number of ordinates used to
describe each fin (vertical tail)
airfoil section
67-69 NCAN 0-2 Number of canards (horizontal
tails) to be described
70-72 NCANOR 3-10 Number or ordinates used to define
each canard (horizontal tail) air-
foil section. If the value of
NCANORis input with a negative
sign, the program will expect to
read lower surface ordinates also,
otherwise the airfoil is assumed
to be symmetrical
Cards 3, 4, . . . - remainin@ input data cards.- The remain-
ing input data cards contain a detailed description of each com-
ponent of the configuration. Each card contains up to I0 values,
each value punched in a 7-column field with a decimal point and
may be identified in columns 73-80. The cards are arranged in
the following order: reference area, wing data cards, fuselage
data cards, pod data cards, fin (vertical tail) data cards, and
canard (horizontal tail) data cards.
Reference area card: The reference area value is punched
in columns 1-7 and may be identified as REFA in columns 73-80.
Wing data cards: The first wing data card (or cards) con-
tains the locations in percent chord at which the ordinates of
all the wing airfoils are to be specified. There will be exact-
ly NWAFOR locations in percent chord given. Each card may be
identified in columns 73-80 by the symbol XAFJ where J denotes
the last location in percent chord given on that card.
The next wing data cards (there will be NWAF cards) each
contain four numbers which give the origin and chord length
of each of the wing airfoils that is to be specified. The
card representing the most inboard airfoil is given first,
followed by the cards for successive airfoils. These cards
contain the following:
Columns Contents
1-7 x-ordinate of airfoil leading edge
8-14 y-ordinate of airfoil leading edge
15-21 z-ordinate of airfoil leading edge
22-28 airfoil streamwise chord length
73-80 card identification, WAFORGJ where
J denotes the particular airfoil,
thus WAFORGI denotes the most
inboard airfoil
If a cambered wing has been specified, the next set of wing
data cards is the mean camber line cards. There will be NWAFOR
values of delta z referenced to the z-ordinate of the airfoil
leading edge, each value corresponding to a specified percent
chord location on the airfoil. These cards are arranged in
the order which begins with the most inboard airfoil and pro-
ceeds outboard. Each card may be identified in columns 73-80
as TZORDJ where J denotes the particular airfoil. Note that
the z-ordinates are dimensional.
Next are the wing ordinate cards. There will be NWAFOR
values of half-thickness specified for each airfoil expressed
as percent chord. These cards are arranged in the order which
begins with the most inboard airfoil and proceeds outboard.
Each card may be identified in columns 73-80 as WAFORDJ where
J denotes the particular airfoil.
Fuselage data cards: The first card (or cards) specifies
the x values of the fuselage stations of the first segment.
There will be NFORX(1) values and the cards may be identified
in columns 73-80 by the symbol XFUSJ where J denotes the number
of the last fuselage station given on that card.
If the fuselage is circular, the next card (or cards) gives
the fuselage cross sectional areas, and may be identified in
columns 73-80 by the symbol FUSARDJ where J denotes the number
of the last fuselage station given on that card. If the fuse-
lage is of arbitrary shape, NRADX(1) values of the y-ordinates
for a half-section are given and identified in columns 73-80
as YJ where J is the station number. Following the y-ordinates
are the NRADX(1) values of the corresponding z-ordinates for
the half-section identified in columns 73-80 as ZJ where J is
the station number. Each station will have a set of y and z,
and the convention of ordering the ordinates from bottom to
top is observed.
For each fuselage segment a new set of cards as described
must be provided. The segment descriptions should be given in
order of increasing values of x.
Pod data cards: The first pod (nacelle) data card speci-
fies the location of the origin of the first pod. The card
contains the following:
Columns Contents
1-7 x-ordinate of origin of first pod
8-14 y-ordinate of origin of first pod
15-21 z-ordinate of origin of first pod
73-80 card identification, PODORGJ
where J denotes the pod number
The next pod input data card (or cards) contains the x-
ordinates, referenced to the pod origin, at which NPODOR values
of the pod radii are to be specified. The first x value must
be zero and the last x value is the length of the pod. These
cards may be identified in columns 73-80 by the symbol XPODJ
where J denotes the pod number.
For each additional pod, new PODORG, XPOD, and PODR cards
must be provided. Only single pods are described but the pro-
gram assumes that if the y-ordinate is not zero an exact dupli-
cate is located symmetrically with respect to the xz-plane, a
y-ordinate of zero implies a single pod.
Fin data cards: Exactly three data input cards are used





x-ordinate on inboard airfoil
leading edge
y-ordinate of inboard airfoil
leading edge
15-21 z-ordinate of inboard airfoil
leading edge
22-28 chord length of inboard airfoil
29-35 x-ordinate of outboard airfoil
leading edge




z-ordinate of outboard airfoil
leading edge
chord length of outboard airfoil
73-80 card identification, FINORGJ where
J denotes the fin number
The second fin input data card contains NFINOR values of
x expressed in percent chord at which the fin airfoil ordinates
are to be specified. The card may be identified in columns
73-80 as XFINJ where J denotes the fin number.
The third fin input data card contains NFINOR values of
the fin airfoil half-thickness expressed in percent chord.
Since the fin airfoil must be symmetrical, only the ordinates
on the positive y side of the fin chord plane are specified.
The card identification FINORDJ may be given in columns 73-80
where J denotes the fin number.
For each fin, new FINORG, XFIN, and FINORD cards must be
provided. Only single fins are described but the program
assumes that if the y-ordinate is not zero an exact duplicate
is located symmetrically with respect to the xz-plane, a y-
ordinate of zero implies a single fin.
Canard data cards: If the canard (or horizontal tail)
airfoil is symmetrical, exactly three cards are used to describe
a canard, and the input is given in the same manner as for a
fin. If, however, the canard airfoil is not symmetrical
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(indicated by a negative value of NCANOR), a fourth canard
input data card will be required to give the lower ordinates.
The information presented on the first canard input data card
is as follows:
Columns Contents
1-7 x-ordinate of inboard airfoil
leading edge
8-14 y-ordinate of inboard airfoil
leading edge
15-21 z-ordinate of inboard airfoil
leading edge
22-28 chord length of inboard airfoil
29-35 x-ordinate of outboard airfoil
leading edge
36-42 y-ordinate of outboard airfoil
leading edge
43-49 z-ordinate of outboard airfoil
leading edge
50-56 chord length of outboard airfoil
73-80 card identification, CANORGJ
where J denotes the canard number
The second canard input data card contains NCANOR values of
x expressed in percent chord at which the canard airfoil ordi-
nates are to be specified. The card may be identified in
columns 73-80 as XCANJ where J denotes the canard number.
The third canard input data card contains NCANOR values of
the canard airfoil half-thickness expressed in percent chord.
This card may be identified in columns 73-80 as CANORDJ where
J denotes the canard number. If the canard airfoil is not sym-
metrical, the lower ordinates are presented on a second CANORD
card. The program expects both upper and lower ordinates to
be punched as positive values in percent chord.
For another canard, new CANORG, XCAN, and CANORD cards
must be provided.
Description of Auxiliary Input Cards
Card 1.1 - Identification.- Card 1.1 contains any desired
identifying information in columns 1-80.
Card 1.2 - Boundary condition and control point definition.-
Non planar boundary conditions are always applied on a body,
however card 1.2 permits the selection of boundary conditions to
apply on a wing, fin (vertical tail), or canard (horizontal tail).
This card also selects the output print options. This card con-
tains the following:
Columns Variable Value Description
1-3 LINBC 0
1
Control points on surface of wing,
fin (vertical tail), and canard
(horizontal tail). This is re-
ferred to as the nonplaner bound-
ary condition option.
Control points in plane of wing,
fin (vertical tail), and canard
(horizontal tail). This is
referred to as the planar bound-
ary condition option.
4-6 THICK Do not calculate wing thickness
matrix
Calculate wing thickness matrix
if LINBC = 1
7-9 PRINT Print out the pressures and the
forces and moments
Print out option 0 and the span-
wise loads on the wing, fins, and
canards
Print out option 1 and the veloc-
ity components and source and
vortex strengths
Print out option 2 and the steps in
the iterative solution
Print out option 3 and the axial
and normal velocity matrices
A negative value of print adds the panel geometry print out
to the output indicated for options 1 through 4.
LINBC, THICK, and PRINT are punched as right justified
integers. THICK is not used if LINBC = 0.
Cardv. "2 1 - Revised configuration _anelin@ description
control integers.- The contents of card 2.1 are punched as
right justified integers as follows:









Wing data to be read, wing has a
sharp leading edge














No fin (vertical tail) data
Fin (vertical tail) data to be
read, fin has a sharp leading
edge
Fin (vertical tail) data to be
read, fin has a round leading
edge
No canard (horizontal tail) data
Canard (horizontal tail) data to
be read, canard has a sharp
leading edge
Canard (horizontal tail) data to





Number of wing sections used to
define the inboard and outboard
panel edges. If KWAF = 0, the
panel edges are defined by NWAF in
the geometry input
Number of ordinates used to
define the leading and trailing
edges of the wing panels. If
KWAFOR = 0, the panel edges are









The number of fuselage segments.
The program sets KFUS = NFUS
Number of meridian lines used to
define panel edges on first body
segment. There are three options
for defining the panel edges.
If KRADX(1) = 0, the meridian
lines are defined by NRADX(1) in
the geometry input. If KRADX(1)
is positive, the meridian lines
are calculated at KRADX(1) equally
spaced PHIKs. If KRADX(1) is
negative, the meridian lines are
calculated at specified values of
PHIK
34-36 KFORX (i) 0,
2-30
Number of axial stations used to
define leading and trailing edges
of panels on first body segment.
If KFORX(1) = 0, the panel edges
are defined by NFORX(1) in the
geometry input
37-39 KRADX (2) 0,
3-20
Same as KRADX(1), but for second
body segment
40-42 KFORX (2) 0,
2-30
43-45 KRADX (3) 0,
3-20
Same as KFORX(1), but for second
body segment
Same as KRADX(1), but for third
body segment
46-48 KFORX (3) 0,
2-30




Same as KRADX(1), but for fourth
body segment
52-54 KFORX (4) 0,
2-30
Same as KFORX(1), but for fourth
body segment
The program is restricted to 600 body singularity panels.
For this program there is an additional restriction that the
total number of singularity panels in the axial direction on the
body (fuselage) cannot exceed 30. The arbitrary body (fuselage)
capability of this program is limited to those shapes for which
the radius is a single-valued function of PHIK for each cross
section of the body.
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Card 2.2 - Additional revised configuration paneling
description control integers.- The contents of card 2.2 are
punched as right justified integers as follows:
Columns Variable Value Description
1-3 KF (i) 0,
2-20
Number of fin sections used to
define the inboard and outboard
panel edges on the first fin.
If KF(1) = 0, the root and tip
chords define the panel edges
4-6 KFINOR (i) 0,
3-30
Number of ordinates used to
define the leading and trailing
edges of the fin panels on the
first fin. If KFINOR(1) = 0, the
panel edges are defined by NFINOR
7-9 KF (2) 0,
2-20
Same as for KF(1), but for second
fin
i0-12 KFINOR (2 ) 0,
3-30
Same as for KFINOR(1), but for
second fin
13 -15 KF (3) 0,
2-20
Same as for KF(1), but for third
fin
16-18 KFINOR (3) 0 ,
3-30
Same as for KFINOR(1), but for
third fin
19-21 KF (4) 0,
2-20

































































Number of canard sections used to
define the inboard and outboard
panel edges on the first canard.
If KCAN(1) = 0, the root tip
chords define the panel edges.
If KCAN(N) negative, no vortex
sheets carry through the body and
concentrated vortices are shed
from the inboard edge of the
canard or tail surface
Number of ordinates used to define
the leading and trailing edges of
the first canard. If KCANOR(1)=0,
the panel edges are defined by
NCANOR
Same as for KCAN(1), but for
second canard
Same as for KCANOR(1), but for
second canard
Same as for KCAN(1), but for
third canard
Same as for KCANOR(1), but for
third canard
Same as for KCAN(1), but for
fourth canard
Same as for KCANOR(1), but for
fourth canard
Same as for KCAN(1), but for
fifth canard
Same as for KCANOR(1) , but for
fifth canard
Same as for KCAN(1), but for
sixth canard
Same as for KCANOR(1), but for
sixth canard
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The program is restricted to a total of 600 singularity
panels on the wing-fin-canard combination.
For this program there is an additional restriction that
the total number of singularity panels in the spanwise direction
on the wing-fin-canard combination cannot exceed 20.
Cards 3, 4, . . . - remaining input data cards.- The
remaining input data cards contain a detailed description of
the singularity paneling of each component of the configuration.
Each card contains up to 10 values, each value punched in a
7-column field with a decimal point and may be identified in
columns 73-80. The cards are arranged in the following order:
reference lengths, wing data cards, fin (vertical tail) data
cards, canard (horizontal tail) data cards, fuselage (body) data
cards, and finally Mach number and angle of attack case cards.
Note that the present program will not handle a pod and there-
fore there are no pod panel inputs. However, if the geometry
input contains a pod description it will be read and ignored.
Reference length card: This card may be identified as REFL
in columns 73-80 and contains the following:
Columns Variable Description
1-7 REFA Wing reference area. If REFA = 0,
the reference area is defined by




Wing semispan. If REFB = 0, a
value of 1.0 is used for the
reference semispan
Wing reference chord. If REFC = 0,
a value of 1.0 is used for the
reference chord
22-28 REFD Body (fuselage) reference diameter.
If REFD = 0, a value of 1.0 is
used fQr the reference diameter
29-35 REFL
36-42 REFX
Body (fuselage) reference length.
If REFL = 0, a value of 1.0 is
used for the reference length
X coordinate of moment center
43-49 REFZ Z coordinate of moment center
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Wing data cards: The first wing data card is the wing
leading edge radius card and is required only when K1 = 3.
This card contains NWAFvalues of leading edge radius expressed
in percent chord. It may be identified in columns 73-80 as
RHOJ where J denotes the number of the last radius given on
that card.
Next is the wing panel leading edge card. This card con-
tains KWAFOR values of wing panel leading edge locations ex-
pressed in percent chord. This card may be identified in columns
73-80 as XAFKJ where J denotes the last location in percent chord
given on that card. Omit if KWAFOR = 0.
The last wing data card gives the wing panel side edge data.
This card contains KWAF values of the y ordinate of the panel
inboard edges. This card may be identified in columns 73-80 as
YKJ where J denotes the last y ordinate on that card. These
values are arranged in the order which begins with the most
inboard panel edge and proceeds outboard. Omit if KWAF = 0.
Fin (vertical tail) data cards: The first fin data card
is the fin leading edge radius card and is required only when
K4 = 3. This card contains NF values of leading edge radius
expressed in percent chord, one value for each fin. It may be
identified in columns 73-80 as RHOFIN.
Next is the fin panel leading edge card for the first fin.
This card contains KFINOR(1) values of fin panel leading edge
locations expressed in percent chord. This card may be identi-
fied in columns 73-80 as XFINKJ where J denotes the fin number.
Repeat this card for each fin.
The last fin data card gives the fin panel side edge data
for the first fin. This card contains KF(1) values of the
z ordinate of the panel inboard edges. This card may be identi-
fied in columns 73-80 as ZFINKJ where J denotes the fin number.
These values are arranged in the order that begins with the most
inboard panel edge and proceeds outboard. Repeat this card for
each fin.
Canard (horizontal tail) data cards: The first canard data
card is the canard leading edge radius card and is required only
when K5 = 3. This card contains NCAN values of leading edge
radius expressed in percent chord, one value for each canard.
It may be identified in columns 73-80 as RHOCAN.
Next is the canard panel leading edge card for the first
canard. This card contains KCANOR(1) values of canard pane_
leading edge locations expressed in percent chord. This card
may be identified in columns 73-80 as XCANKJ where J denotes the
canard number. Repeat this card for each canard.
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The last canard data card gives the canard panel side edge
data for the first canard. This card contains KCAN(1) values
of the y ordinate of the panel inboard edges. This card may be
identified in columns 73-80 as YCANKJ where J denotes the canard
number. These values are arranged in the order that begins with
the most inboard panel edge and proceeds outboard. Repeat this
card for each canard.
Fuselage (body) data cards: The first body card is the
body meridian angle card. This card contains KRADX(1) values
of body meridian angle expressed in degrees and may be identi-
fied in columns 73-80 as PHIKJ where J denotes the body segment
number. The convention is observed that PHIK = 0. at the bot-
tom of the body and PHIK = 180. at the top of the body. Omit
unless KRADX(1) is negative. Repeat this card for each fuse-
lage segment.
The second body card is the body axial station card. This
card contains KFORX(1) values of the x ordinate of the body
axial stations and may be identified in columns 73-80 as XFUSKJ
where J denotes the body segment number. Omit if KFORX(1) = 0.
Repeat this card for each fuselage segment.
Mach number and angle of attack card: This card may be
identified in columns 73-80 as MALPHA and contains the following:
Columns Variable Description
1-7 MACH The subsonic Mach number (includ-
ing the value MACH = 0.) or the
supersonic Mach number at which it
is desired to calculate the aero-
dynamic data
8-14 ALPHA The angle of attack expressed in
degrees at which it is desired to
calculate the aerodynamic data
A series of Mach number and angle of attack combinations
for the same geometry may be calculated by repeating this card
with the desired values.
A value of MACH = -i. on this card signifies the termination
of the present case. Geometry cards for a new case can follow
such a terminal card.
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PROGRAMOUTPUTDATA
All output is processed by a standard 132 characters-per-
line printer. The output from each run is always preceded by
a complete list of the input data cards. The amount and type
of the remaining output depend on the PRINT option selected,
the number of panels used, and whether the configuration being
analyzed is an isolated wing, an isolated body, or a complete
wing-body-tail combination. The program output options are
described below:
PRINT = 0 The program prints the case description, Mach
number and angle of attack, followed by a table
listing the panel number, control point coordi-
nates (both dimensional and non-dimensional),
pressure coefficient, normal force, axial force,
and pitching moment. Separate tables are printed
for the body and wing panels, noting that any
tail, fin or canard panels are included with the
wing output. If the planar boundary condition
option has been selected, the results for the
wing upper surface are given in one table, fol-
lowed by a separate table giving the results for
the wing lower surface. Additional tables giving
the total coefficients on the body, the wing and
the complete configuration follow the pressure
coefficient tables. These include the reference
area, reference span and reference chord, the
normal force, axial force, pitching moment, lift,
and drag coefficients, and the center of pressure
of the component.
PRINT = 1 In addition to the output described for PRINT = 0,
the program prints out additional tables giving
the normal force, axial force, pitching moment,
lift and drag coefficients, and the center of
pressure of each column of panels on the wing and
tail surfaces. In addition, the indices of the
first and last panel in the column are listed, to-
gether with the span, chord and origin of the
column.
PRINT = 2 In addition to the output described for PRINT = i,
the program prints out tables listing the panel
number, the source or vortex strength of that
panel, and the axial velocity u, lateral velocity
v, and vertical velocity w at the panel control
point. The normal velocity is also calculated for
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body panels. Separate tables are printed for
the body and wing panels, noting again that any
tail, fin, or canard panels are included with
the wing output. If the planar boundary con-
dition option has been selected, separate tables
are given for the wing upper and lower surfaces.
PRINT = 3 In addition to the output described for PRINT = 2,
the program prints out the iteration number, and
the source and vortex strength arrays obtained
at each step of the iterative solution procedure.
PRINT = 4 In addition to the output described for PRINT = 3,
the program prints out tables of the axial and
normal velocity components which make up the ele-
ments of the aerodynamic matrices. The program
prints out the matrix row number, and gives the
number of elements in that row. A maximum of
four matrix partitions will be printed if this
option is selected, each of which is identified
by number and its influence description prior to
printing the velocity component tables.
If a negative value of PRINT is selected, the program
prints all the information described above for the positive
values, together with the complete panel geometry description
of the configuration following the list of input cards. This
consists of tables giving the wing panel corner points, control
points, inclination angles, areas, and chords. If the config-
uration has a horizontal tail, fin or canard, additional tables
are printed giving the same information as listed above for the
wing. Finally, if the configuration includes a body, the body
panel corner points, control points, areas, and inclination
angles are listed.
The program output is illustrated by the sample case pre-
sented in Appendix III.
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PROGRAMSTRUCTURE
The program is designed to operate in OVERLAYmode. The
main overlay program is designated USSAERO, and calls the
three primary overlay programs GEOM, VELCMP, and SOLVE. In
turn, GEOMcalls seven secondary overlay programs CONFIG,
NEWORD,WNGPAN,NEWRAD,BODPAN, NUTORD, and TALPAN; while
VELCMPcalls three secondary overlay programs BODVEL, LINVEL,
and WNGVEL. The overlay structure is illustrated on Figure i.
The complete program consists of 14 overlay programs and
19 subroutines. Detailed descriptions of each program and sub-
routine are given in Appendix I. These descriptions give the
purpose of the program or subroutine, outline the method used,
and list the names of the principal variables and constants.
AUXILIARY FILES
The program designates TAPE 5 as the input file and TAPE 6
as the output file. In addition, five auxiliary files are uti-
lized for temporary storage and data transfer within the pro-
gram. These files are designated TAPE 7, TAPE 8, TAPE 9, TAPE
10, and TAPE ii.
TAPE 7 is used primarily for the storage of the panel geo-
metry data. The first three records are written by program
WNGPAN,and contain the wing panel geometry data. If the con-
figuration has a fin, canard, or horizontal tail, the first
three records are rewritten by program TALPAN, and subsequently
contain all wing and tail panel geometry data. The fourth rec-
ord is written by program BODPAN, and contains the body panel
geometry data. Additional records are written on this file in
program VELCMPif the aerodynamic matrix partitions are further
subdivided into blocks. The elements of the diagonal block
matrices are stored in individual records on this file, behind
the panel geometry data.
TAPE 8 is used exclusively to store the u, v, w velocity
component arrays, and each record in this file contains one row
of the velocity component arrays from a given matrix partition.
In the first partition, NBODYrecords are written on this file
by program BODVEL. In the second partition, another NBODYrec-
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Figure 1 - Program Overlay Structure
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if the planar boundary condition option with thickness is
selected, program LINVEL writes an additional NBODYrecords
on the file. In the third partition, NWING records are written
by program BODVEL, and in the fourth partition, another NWING
records are written by programs LINVEL or WNGVEL. As before,
LINVEL writes an additional NWING records on this file if the
planar boundary condition option with thickness is selected.
Thus, a total of 2(NBODY + NWING) records are always written
on TAPE 8, and a maximum of 3(NBODY + NWING) records if the
planar boundary condition option with wing thickness is selected.
TAPE 9 is first used in program CONFIG to store the con-
figuration geometry data. Five records are written on this
file, containing the reference area, wing geometry data, body
geometry data, fin geometry data, and canard or horizontal tail
geometry data. Dummy records are written for missing compo-
nents. TAPE 9 is re-initialized in program VELCMP, and used to
store the normal velocity arrays. Each record contains one row
of normal velocities from a given matrix partition. In the
first partition, NBODY records are written on this file by pro-
gram BODVEL. In the second partition, another NBODY records
are written by program LINVEL or WNGVEL. In the third parti-
tion, NWING records are written by program BODVEL, and in the
fourth partition, an additional NWING records are written by
program LINVEL or WNGVEL. Thus, a total of 2(NBODY + NWING)
records are written on TAPE 9.
TAPE 10 is first used in program NEWRAD as temporary stor-
age for the body panel corner point coordinates. It is re-
initialized by program VELCMP, and then used to store the ele-
ments of the diagonal block matrices, if the matrix partitions
are further subdivided into blocks. Each record contains one
row of normal velocities from a given diagonal block matrix
partition. The records are written at the same time the normal
velocity arrays for the remainder of the row are written on
TAPE 9. Thus, a total of 2(NBODY + NWING) records are also
written on TAPE 10. These records are subsequently read by pro-
gram VELCMP, transferred to TAPE 7, and the file re-initialized
a second time. TAPE i0 is finally used to store the elements
of the inverse diagonal block matrices, or the inverse diagonal
partition matrices, if the matrix is not subdivided into blocks.
In the former case, the elements of each inverse diagonal block
matrix are written as a single record on TAPE i0 by subroutine
DIAGIN, or in the latter case, the elements of each inverse di-
agonal partition matrix are written on the file by subroutine
PARTIN.
TAPE ii is used to transfer two geometry parameter arrays,
written as a single record in program VELCMP, to program SOLVE.
No further use is made of this file.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
The program deck and data deck are loaded in the following
sequence: job card, system control cards, end-of-record card,
program deck, end-of-record card, data deck, end-of-file card.





(Arranged in Alphabetical Order)
This appendix contains a brief outline of the purpose,
method, and use of each program or subroutine. The
principal variables and constants in each are listed
in the order of their first appearance, and identified






To revise the axial spacing on the body and
compute the body panel geometry.
For each body segment, the x, y, and z co-
ordinates of the cross sections are read from
TAPE I0. If the value of KFORXof the segment
is positive, an array of new axial stations
for the segment is read in; otherwise the orig-
inal axial stations are retained.
The body panel geometry is established by a
linear interpolation along body meridian lines
of the y and z coordinates at the new axial
stations. The interpolation is started with
the first ring of panels at the nose and con-
tinued until the last ring of panels on the
last segment is reached. The corner point
coordinates, the control point coordinates,
the inclination angles, and area are calcu-
lated for each panel in sequence.
The panel control point coordinates, the panel
dihedral angle 8, the panel inclination angle 6,
the corner point coordinates and the panel areas
are stored in the COMMONblock POINT, and the
entire sequence of arrays written as a single
record on TAPE 7 following the wing and tail
panel geometry arrays. The remaining body
geometry parameters are stored in COMMON blocks
PARAM and BTHET. Finally, if the print option
is negative, the corner point coordinates,
control point coordinates, inclination angles,
and areas are written on the output file.
CALL OVERLAY (LWB, i, 5)
Input-
PRINT Print option



































Number of meridian lines on segment
Array of original axial stations on
segment
Array of revised axial stations on
segment
Arrays of y and z coordinates on
segment




Arrays of panel corner points
Arrays of panel control points
Array of panel dihedral angles
Array of panel inclination angles
Array of panel areas
PANEL





To compute the three components of velocity
induced at specified control points by the
body panels.
The x, y, and z coordinates of the control
point, and the corresponding panel inclination
angles 8 and 6 are read from COMMONblock POINT.
Starting with the first body segment, the body
panel corner point coordinates and inclination
angles are also read from COMMONblock POINT
for each row and column of panels. Considering
a single body panel, the corner point and con-
trol point coordinates are transformed to a
new coordinate system with origin at the first
corner of the panel and inclined at an angle 8
with respect to the horizontal. The velocity
components induced by this inclined constant
source panel at the given control point are
computed in the panel coordinate system by sub-
routine SORPAN, which is called twice to obtain
the influence of panels located on both right
and left sides of the body. These velocity
components are combined and transformed back
to the reference coordinate system to obtain
the final u, v, and w components of velocity,
and the velocity normal to the panel at the
control point. This process is repeated for
each panel on the body, following which the u,
v, and w velocity component arrays are written
on TAPE 8, and the array of normal velocities on
TAPE 9.
If the control point is in the same ring of
panels on the body as the influencing panel and
the body has more than 60 panels, the normal
velocity at the control point is written on
TAPE 10, and its value set to zero in the array
written on TAPE 9. This procedure sets up the
diagonal blocks of the aerodynamic matrix for
later use in the iterative solution procedure.
If the print option is selected, the axial and
normal velocity arrays are written on the output
tape.
The process is repeated for each control point.
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Number of body panels




Maximum order of diagonal block matrices
Number of body segments
Number of body panel meridian lines in
segment
Number of body axial stations in segment
Total number of axial stations on body
Number of control points
Array of wing supersonic trailing edge
indicators
Array of panel inclination angles at
control point
Array of body panel inclination angles
Array of body panel incidence angles
Array of wing panel incidence angles
Arrays of wing control point coordinates
































Arrays of body panel corner points
Control point index
Body panel index





Number of rows of panels on body
Number of columns of panels on body













































sin (8 (J) + 9 (I))
cos (9 (J) - 8 (I))
cos (9(J) + @(I))
Coordinates of panel corner points
in panel coordinate system
Panel chord length
Coordinates of control point I in
panel coordinate system
Coordinates of body panel J control
point in panel coordinate system
Velocity components at control point I
induced by body panel J on right side
of body, in body panel coordinate system
Velocity components at control point I
induced by body panel J on left side of
body, in body panel coordinate system
Arrays of velocity components at control
point I in reference coordinate system
Arrays of velocity components at control
point I in control point panel co-
ordinate system
Array of velocities normal to control
point panel I






To fit a composite cubic through n points
(xi, Yi) i.e., a separate cubic between each
pair of adjacent points, such that the n-i
cubics are so determined that each matches its
neighbors in function value and in the first
two derivatives.
Rather than solve simultaneously for the 4(n-l)
cubic coefficients, the approach here is to
solve simultaneously for the slopes of the
composite cubic at the given n points. Thus a
linear system of order n, rather than 4n-4 is
involved. It can be shown that a necessary
and sufficient condition for continuity of the
second derivative is that
(Xi+l-xi)Yl_l + 2(Xi+l-Xi_1)Y. I + (xi-xi_1)Yl+ I
(xi-xi_ I ) (xi+l-x i) (xi_xi_1) z (yi+1_yi)
+ (xi+1-x i) (Yi-Yi_l)
for i = 2, 3, . . ., n-i
This yields n-2 equations in the n unknowns,
y_, i = l, 2, . . ., n. For the I st and n th
e_uations of the linear system, the boundary
conditions on y{ and y_ are used. This has
been generalized to permit any combination of
a given y' or y'' at the end points, e.g.,
y_ and.y _' can be given as the boundary
condltlons. The second derivative of a cubic
through two points can be expressed as a
function of the first derivatives and of the
given point coordinates as follows:
x2-xl " = 3yz-yl - 2Y' '
2 Yl xz_xl i - Y2
and
3O
Xn-Xn- i Yn-Yn - i
= + +2 Yn Xn-Xn- I i
USE:
Whether the boundary conditions involve first
or second derivatives (or both) and no matter
what the spacing of the xi so long as the x i
form a strictly monotone sequence, the coeffi-
cient matrix of the linear system is tridiagonal
(all elements are zero except on the principal
diagonal, the first subdiagonal, and the first
superdiagonal). When n is large, a considerable
time saving and an enormous storage saving can
result if the special structure of this matrix
is taken advantage of. Hence, this subroutine
stores the matrix elements in 4n locations (as
opposed to n 2) and then solves the system.
The actual coefficients of the n-i cubics of the
composite cubic are not found by COMCU. Since
on any subinterval xi, xi+ I, a cubic is uniquely
determined by the known two points and two
slopes, the calling program can find the four
coefficients of each cubic independently and
may often need to do so for only one of the n-i
cubics. In any case, the subroutine CUBIC2
specifically finds a cubic, given two points
and the slope at each point.





Array of x-abscissae of input points
Array of y-ordinates of input points
Number of input points
NDA Order (i or 2) of derivative at X(1)
NDB Order (i or 2) of derivative at X(N)
DA Value of derivative at X(1)
DB Value of derivative at X(N)
L Code
= i, if single precision is to be used









Array of first derivatives
Error return
= 0 - success
0 - error detected
If overflow occurred, M = I. Otherwise, M = 0.
RESTRICTIONS: The x-abscissae must form a strictly monotone






To input the geometrical description of the con-
figuration using the same input data as program
START of reference I.
The configuration reference area is read from the
input file if J0 _ 0, otherwise the reference area
is set equal to unity. The reference area is then
written on TAPE 9. If Jl _ 0, the wing geometry
data is read from the input file in the order spec-
ified in reference i. The program computes the
upper and lower surface coordinates of the wing
airfoils, and writes the entire wing geometry array
as one record on TAPE 9.
If J2 _ 0, the body geometry data is also read from
the input file in the order specified in reference
1 for each body segment. For arbitrary cross-
sections, the y and z ordinates of the body seg-
ment are read in, but for circular cross-sections,
the body cross-sectional area is read in and the
corresponding radius calculated by the program.
The entire body geometry array is then written as
one record on TAPE 9.
If J3 _ 0, the pod geometry is read in, but no
further use is made of this data.
If J4 _ 0, the fin geometry data is read in. The
program computes the coordinates of the fin airfoils
and writes the fin geometry array as one record on
TAPE 9. Similarly, if J5 _ 0, the tail or canard
geometry data is read in, the tail airfoil coordi-
nates calculated, and the tail geometry array writ-
ten on TAPE 9.
If one or more of the above components is missing,
the program writes a dummy record on TAPE 9 and
continues.
CALL OVERLAY (LWB, i, i)
Input:
J0 Reference area parameter

































Number of wing airfoil sections
Number of ordinates used to define each
wing airfoil section
Origin and chord length of each wing
airfoil (x, y, z, c)
Array of percent chords for wing
airfoil ordinates
Array of half-thickness ordinates in
percent chord
Array of mean camber line ordinates
Number of body segments
Number of points used to define half-
section of body segment
Number of axial stations on body
segment
Array of axial stations on body segment
Array of body camber ordinates
Array of y and z ordinates used to
define half-section of arbitrary body
segment
Array of body cross-sectional areas
Number of pods





















Number of ordinates used to define fin
airfoil sections
Origin and chord lengths of fin
airfoils (x, y, z, c)
Array of percent chords for fin air-
foils
Array of fin airfoil half-thickness
ordinates in percent chord
Number of tails or canards
Number of ordinates used to define tail
or canard airfoil sections
Origin and chord lengths of tail or
canard airfoils (x, y, z, c)
Array of percent chords for tail or
canard airfoils
Array of airfoil half-thickness ordinates
Reference area
Array of wing half-thickness ordinates
(percent chord)
Array of wing camber line ordinates
Array of x, y, z, coordinates defining
upper and lower surfaces of wing (not
used)
Parameter to specify body camber and
cross-section definition
Array of body radii (circular cross-
sections only)



















Array of fin camber line ordinates (set
zero)
Arrays of x, y, z coordinates defining
left and right surfaces of fin (not
used)
Array of tail or canard half-thickness
ordinates
Array of tail or canard camber line
ordinates
Arrays of x, y, z coordinates defining
upper and lower surfaces of tail or
canard (not used)
Dummy array used for storing geometry











To fit a cubic to two points, being given the
slope at each.
The subroutine sets up the system of four simul-
taneous equations expressing the four given
conditions and solves it for the coefficients
of the cubic.









Array of first derivatives
Array of cubic coefficients
Error return
= 1 - Success
1 - error detected
None
If M = 2, overflow occurred. If M = 3,
X(1) = X(2). Otherwise, call is successful,











To fit a chain of cubic curves through a set of
N points (x i, y_) having continuous first and
second derivatives at the intermediate points
and specified first or second derivative at the
end points.
The method outlined in subroutine SCAMP4 is
applied.









Array of x values
Array of y values
Number of points
The order of the derivative to be
specified at the first point
The value of the derivative to be
specified at the first point













To find the first derivative of the quadratic
through three given points at a specified one
of these points. This provides a good approx-
imation to the slope of a function at a point,
particularly if the other two points used are
nearby.
The subroutine simply finds the unique poly-
nomial of degree two through the given points
then evaluates its first derivative at the
specified point.
D = DERIVl (X, Y, N)
X Array of x-coordinates
Y Array of y-coordinates
N
Code




The x-coordinates must be distinct, but need
not be in any order or evenly spaced
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FUNCTION DERIV2
PURPOSE: To find the second derivative of the cubic
through four given points (xi, yi ) at an
arbitrary point whose x coordinates if given.
METHOD:
USE:
The subprogram simply finds the unique poly-
nomial of degree three through the given points,
then evaluates its second derivative at the
desired x, which need not be one of the four
given x i .
D = DERIV2 (X, Y, XX)
Input-
X Array of x coordinates
Y
XX
Array of y coordinates






RESTRICTIONS: The x coordinates must be distinct but can be






To invert the diagonal blocks of the matrix
and store the results on TAPE i0.
If the order of the body matrix partition
exceeds 60, the diagonal blocks of the body
matrix are read from TAPE 7, the block matri-
ces inverted, and the inverse matrices stored
on TAPE 10. Otherwise, the complete body
matrix partition is read from TAPE 9, the
matrix inverted, and the inverse stored on
TAPE i0.




NWING Number of wing panels
NBODY Number of body panels
NMAX Maximum order of diagonal block
matrices (60)
NDIM Matrix dimension statement size
NBBLOK Number of diagonal blocks in body
matrix partition
NWBLOK Number of diagonal blocks in wing
matrix partition
NBROW Order of diagonal blocks in body
matrix partition
NWROW Order of diagonal blocks in wing
matrix partition
D Array of matrix elements
Output:












Wing diagonal block number
Number of rows in diagonal block
Number of columns in diagonal block





To calculate the force and moment coefficients
on body, wing and tail components.
Depending on the component being analyzed and
the boundary condition option selected, exe-
cution of this subroutine follows one of three
paths. In all three paths, the panel inclina-
tion angles, control point coordinates, areas
and chords are obtained from COMMONblock POINT.
The pressure coefficients are obtained from
COMMON block SCRAT.
If the component is a body, the normal force,
axial force, and moment about the origin of
coordinates is computed for each panel and the
results summed. The total axial force, normal
force and pitching moment of the body are stored
in COMMON block FORM. The body panel force and
moment arrays are written on the output file,
together with the panel number, control point
coordinates, and pressure coefficient. The con-
trol point coordinates are non-dimensionalized
by dividing by the body reference length or
diameter, and both dimensional and non-dimensional
coordinates are presented in this array. Finally,
the normal and axial force coefficients, the
pitching moment coefficient about the origin of
coordinates, the lift and drag coefficients,
and the center of pressure of the body expressed
as a fraction of the reference chord are computed
and written on the output file.
If the component is a wing or tail, and the non-
planar boundary condition option has been select-
ed, the subroutine first calculates the chord
length of each column of panels, and assigns the
chord length and the axial coordinate of the
leading edge to each panel in the column. The
normal force, axial force and moment about the
origin of coordinates is computed for each panel,
and the results summed. The wing panel force
and moment arrays are then written on the output
file, together with the panel number, control
point coordinates, and pressure coefficient. The
control point coordinates are non-dimensionalized
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by dividing them by the chord length or
reference semi-span, and both dimensional and
non-dimensional coordinates are presented in
the array. Next, the normal and axial force
coefficients, the pitching moment coefficient
about the origin of coordinates, the lift and
drag coefficients and the center of pressure
of the wing, expressed as a fraction of the
reference chord, are computed and written on
the output file. If a non-zero print option
has been selected, the subroutine proceeds to
calculate the spanwise load distribution on
the wing and tail. The forces and moment acting
on each panel in a given column are summed, and
the force and moment coefficients and center of
pressure of the column computed and written on
the output file. The summation includes panels
on both the upper and lower surfaces of the
column.
If the component is a wing or tail and the
planar boundary condition option has been
selected, the subroutine is called twice. On
the first pass, the forces and moment acting
on the upper surface is calculated, followed
by the forces and moment on the lower surface
in the second pass. In this case, the sub-
routine performs an interpolation to determine
the wing or tail panel slope, pressure coeffi-
cient, and control point at the panel centroid
prior to the panel force and moment calculations.
The remainder of the calculation procedure is
similar to that described above for the wing
with non-planar boundary condition option. The
axial force, normal force, and pitching moment
of the wing upper surface are stored in COMMON
block FORM on the first pass, and added to
those calculated on the lower surface in the
second pass to obtain the total forces and
moments acting on the wing. This information
is then used to calculate the total force and
moment coefficients, lift, drag, and center of
pressure of the wing and tail, and the results
stored on the output file. The spanwise load
distribution on the wing and tail is also calcu-
lated if the print option is other than zero,
using the procedure described above.
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USE: CALL FORMOM(NPAN, NPASS, ALFA, COMPT)
Input:




COMPT COMPT = 1 Body component
COMPT = 2 Wing or tail component
ALFA Angle of attack (radians)
ALPHA Angle of attack (degrees)
PRINT Print option (integer)
LBC Planar boundary condition option
parameter (logical)
MACH Mach number
NBODY Number of body panels
NWING Number of wing and tail panels
ARRAY Array of panel geometrical parameters
CHORD Array of wing panel chord lengths
DZTDX Array of wing panel half-thickness
slopes
XC Array of panel corner point coordinates
TITLE1, Case identification arrays
TITLE2
DELTA Array of panel incidence angles, or
panel camber slopes on wing with planar
boundary condition option
THET Array of panel inclination angles





























Number of columns of panels in segment
Number of rows of panels in segment
Array of sines and cosines of segment
inclination angle
Array of chord fractions for control
point location
Array of control point location indicators
Array of panel pressure coefficients
Arrays of control point coordinates
Array of wing column leading edge origins
Array of wing column spanwise widths






Coordinates of moment reference point
x coordinate of body nose
Wing upper and lower surface sign
parameter array
Trigonometric function arrays of panel
incidence angle 6




























Trigonometric functions of angle of
attack
Number of columns of panels in segment
Number of rows of panels in segment
NR + 1
Slope of wing upper or lower surface
at centroid, planar boundary condition
option
Control point location in chord
fractions
Chord fraction of control point from
leading edge
Chord fraction of control point from
trailing edge
Array of wing column chord lengths
Array of wing column leading edge
origins





Panel control point coordinates
































Distance of center of pressure from
origin, in reference chord lengths
Number of first panel in wing column
Number of last panel in wing column
Index counter
Wing column spanwise width
Wing column leading edge origin
Normal force on wing upper surface
Axial force on wing upper surface






To input configuration geometry and specify panel
subdivision of the components. A complete descrip-
tion of the input geometry cards is given in the
program listing.
The case identification and initial configuration
parameters are read from the input file. The
secondary overlay program CONFIG is then called
to complete the input of the configuration descrip-
tion. The auxiliary case identification is then
read, followed by the boundary condition and print
option. Finally, the revised configuration para-
meters used for specifying the panel subdivisions
are read. Depending on the values of the revised
configuration parameters, the program calls the
secondary overlay programs NEWORD, WNGPAN, NEWRAD,
BODPAN, NUTORD or TALPAN, which interpolate the
input geometry and calculate the corner points,
control points and inclination angles of the panels
on the wing, body, or tail.
CALL OVERLAY (LWB, i, 0)
Input:
TITLE1 Case description.
TITLE2 Auxiliary case description.
J0, K0 Reference area and length parameters.
J1, K1 Wing definition parameters.
J2, K2 Body definition parameters.
J3, K3 Pod definition parameters.
J4, K4 Fin definition parameters.
J5, K5 Canard or tail definition parameters.
J6, K6 Body camber parameters.
NWAF Number of wing airfoil sections.

























Number of body segments
Number of points used to define half-
section of body segment
Number of axial stations on body segment
Number of pods
Number of axial stations on pod
Number of fins
Number of ordinates used to define each
fin airfoil section
Number of tails (canards)
Number of ordinates used to define each
tail airfoil section
Number of streamwise panel edges on wing
Number of ordinates used to define the
leading and trailing edges of the wing
panels
Number of meridian lines used to define
panel edges on body segment
Number of axial stations used to define
leading and trailing edges of panels on
body segment
Number of sections used to define the
streamwise panel edges on fin
Number of ordinates used to define the
leading and trailing edges of the panels
on fin
Number of ordinates used to define the
leading and trailing edges of the panels


























Coordinates of moment reference point
Boundary condition selection parameter
(integer)
Wing thickness selection parameter
(integer)
Output print selection parameter
(integer)
Number of body panels
Number of wing and tail panels
Number of tail panels (not used)
Number of control points on wing and tail
Boundary condition parameter (logical)
Wing thickness parameter (logical)
Tail parameter (logical)
Number of columns of panels on wing and
tail
Number of wing and tail segments
Dummy array used for storing geometry
data on TAPE 9
OVERLAY (LWB, i, i)
OVERLAY (LWB, i, 2)
OVERLAY (LWB, i, 3)
OVERLAY (LWB, i, 4)
OVERLAY (LWB, i, 5)
OVERLAY (LWB, i, 6)










RETURNS: The program is terminated if:
(a) An end of file is read on TAPE 5(B) KOL > 20





To solve the boundary condition equations by an
iterative procedure and determine the strengths
of the body sources, and wing and tail vortices.
The first approximation to the body panel source
strengths is obtained by post-multiplying the
inverted body diagonal block matrices written
on TAPE 10 by the body normal velocity array.
The first approximation to the wing and tail
panel vortex strengths is obtained in a similar
manner. If the absolute value of the print
option is greater than two, the approximate
source and vortex strengths are written on the
output file.
The body normal velocity array is then revised
by subtracting an incremental normal velocity
array from the original normal velocity array.
The incremental values are obtained in two steps.
In the first step, the matrix giving the influ-
ence of the body sources on the body panel con-
trol points is read from TAPE 9 and multiplied
by the approximate body source strengths. In
the second step, the matrix giving the influence
of the wing and tail vortices on the body panel
control points is read from TAPE 9 and post-
multiplied by the approximate wing and tail
vortex strengths. The incremental normal veloc-
ity array on the body control points is the sum
of these two contributions.
The wing and tail normal velocity array is
revised in a similar manner. The revised normal
velocity arrays are then used to obtain a second
approximation to the source and vortex strengths
by repeating the above procedure. This iteration
procedure is repeated until the maximum number
of iterations has been completed.
If the order of the body partition does not exceed
60, the same procedure is followed except that
the first step in the determination of the incre-
mental normal velocities on the body is omitted.
If the order of the wing partition does not exceed
60, the same procedure is followed except that
the second step in the determination of the

























Maximum number of iterations
Number of body panels
Number of wing panels
Number of diagonal blocks in body matrix
partition
Number of diagonal blocks in wing matrix
partition
Number of rows in diagonal blocks in
body matrix partition
Number of rows in diagonal blocks in
wing matrix partition
Array of body normal velocities
Array of wing normal velocities
Array of diagonal block matrix elements
Array of normal velocity matrix elements
Print option parameter
Array of revised normal velocities on
body
Array of revised normal velocities on
wing
Number of diagonal block matrices
Number of rows in diagonal block matrix
Number of columns in diagonal block
matrix
Array of body source strengths











Incremental normal velocities on body








Subroutine INVERT is a simple matrix inversion
procedure based on Gauss-Jordan elimination
without pivoting.





Name of matrix to be inverted
Number of rows and columns in matrix A
Maximum dimensions specified for A in
calling subroutine
Output:
A Inverse of A
SUBROUTINES
CALLED: None
RESTRICTIONS: NMAX not greater than 115
ERROR





TO calculate the three components of velocity
induced at specified control points by source
and vortex distributions on panels located in
the plane of the wing or tail surfaces.
The x, y, and z coordinates of the control
point, and the corresponding panel inclination
angles e and 6 are read from COMMONblock POINT.
Starting with the first wing segment, the panel
leading and trailing edge slopes are calculated
and stored. The program then computes the veloc-
ity components induced by the panel corner points
along the inboard edge of the first column of
panels. These calculations are performed by sub-
routines VORVEL and SORVEL, which return the
three components of velocity induced by constant
and linearly varying vortex and source distribu-
tions. These subroutines are called twice to
obtain the contributions of both left and right
wing panels. In addition, a second call to sub-
routine VORVEL is required at panel trailing
edge corner points if the panel spacing is not
uniform.
To compute the velocity components induced by
the panel corner points along the outboard edge
of this and the remaining columns of panels,
the procedure is repeated. However, for the
remaining columns of panels, advantage is taken
of the fact that the velocity components along
the inboard edges of a given column of panels
are the same as those computed at the outboard
edges of the previous column of panels. There-
fore, the inboard velocity components are not
recomputed, but stored in temporary arrays prior
to the calculation of the outboard velocity
component arrays.
Once the velocity components induced by the panel
corner points along the outboard edge of a given
column of panels are computed, the inboard and
outboard influences of each panel in the column
are combined to obtain the resultant panel veloc-
ity components. First the velocity components
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USE:
induced by the right and left wing panels are
calculated, using appropriate combination rules
for the source and vortex panels, and applying
special rules for leading and trailing edge
panels. Finally the contributions of the left
and right wing panels are combined, the velocity
components transformed back to the reference
coordinate system, and the velocity normal to
the panel at the control point computed.
The procedure is repeated for each column of
panels in each wing segment, until all wing
panels are accounted for. At this point the u,
v, and w components of velocity induced by the
source panels are written as a single record on
TAPE 8, followed by the u, v, and w components
of velocity induced by the vortex panels. If
the thickness option is not requested, only the
vortex panel arrays are written on this tape.
The normal velocities are then written as a
single record on TAPE 9. If the control point
is in the same column of panels on the wing as
the influencing panel, and the wing has more
than 60 panels, the normal velocity at the con-
trol point is written on TAPE 10 and its value
set to zero in the array written on TAPE 9.
This procedure sets up the diagonal blocks of
the aerodynamic matrix for later use in the
iterative solution procedure. Finally, if the
print option is selected, the axial and normal
velocity component arrays induced by the vortex
panels and source panels are written on the
output tape.
The process is repeated for each control point.
CALL OVERLAY (LWB, 2, 2)
Input:
Note: The word wing includes any tail, fin, or
canard in the following descriptions
MACH Mach number
PRINT Print option parameter































Maximum order of diagonal block
matrices
Number of wing panels
Number of wing segments
Number of rows of panels in segment
Number of columns of panels in
segment
Tail segment identification parameter
Number of control points
Array of wing supersonic trailing
edge indicators
Arrays of control point coordinates
Array of panel inclination angles at
control points
Array of panel incidence angles at
control points




Array of wing panel chords
Control point index
Wing panel index (vortex panels)


































Number of wing panel source distributions
Mach number parameter
Subsonic flow parameter (logical)
Supersonic trailing edge parameter(logical)
Constants for vortex panel velocity
components
Constants for source panel velocity
components
Wing supersonic trailing edge indicator
Number of rows of panels in segment
Number of columns of panels in segment
Tail segment identification parameter




Coordinates of control point I
tan d (I)
Array of panel leading edge slopes
Panel trailing edge slope
Logical variable denoting presence of
additional column of vortex panels
extending from the center line to the



































sin (e (J) - 0(I))
cos (e(J) - e(I))
sin (e(J) + e(I))
cos (e(J) + _(1))
Arrays of panel corner point
coordinates
Control point coordinates in panel
reference system
Difference between panel leading
and trailing edge slopes
Panel chord length along edge
Absolute value of (AL - AT)
Absolute value of (CL - CT)
Panel edge indicator
Reciprocal of panel chord
Dummy variable
Velocity components induced by outboard
corners of right wing panels containing
constant vortex distributions
Velocity components induced by outboard
leading edge corner of right wing panels







































Velocity components induced by outboard
trailing edge corner of right wing
panels containing linearly varying
vortex distributions
Velocity components induced by outboard
corners of right wing panels containing
constant source distributions
Velocity components induced by outboard
corners of right wing panels containing
linearly varying source distributions
Same as UCOR, VCOR, WCOR for outboard
corners of left wing panels
Same as ULOR, VLOR, WLOR for outboard
corners of left wing panels
Same as UTOR, VTOR, WTOR for outboard
corners of left wing panels
Same as RCOR, SCOR, TCOR for outboard
corners of left wing panels
Same as RLOR, SLOR, TLOR for outboard
corners of left wing panels
Same as UCOR, VCOR, WCOR for inboard
corners of right wing panels
Same as ULOR, VLOR, WLOR for inboard
corners of right wing panels
Same as UTOR, VTOR, WTOR for inboard
corners of right wing panels
Same as RCOR, SCOR, TCOR for inboard






































Same as RLOR, SLOR, TLOR for inboard
corners of right wing panels
Same as UCOR, VCOR, WCOR for inboard
corners of left wlng panels
Same as ULOR, VLOR, WLOR for inboard
corners of left wlng panels
Same as UTOR, VTOR, WTOR for inboard
corners of left wlng panels
Same as RCOR, SCOR, TCOR for inboard
corners of left wlng panels
Same as RLOR, SLOR, TLOR for inboard
corners of left wlng panels
Velocity components induced by right
wing panels containing linearly varying
vortex distributions with zero strength
along leading edge
Same as above for left wing panels
Velocity components induced by right
wing panels containing linearly varying
vortex distributions with zero strength
along trailing edge



































Velocity components induced by right
wing panels containing linearly varying
source distributions with zero strength
along leading edge
Same as above for left wing panels
Velocity components induced by right
wing panels containing linearly varying
source distributions with zero strength
along trailing edge
Same as above for left wing panels
Arrays of velocity components induced
by vortex panels at control point I
Velocity component storage arrays
Array of normal velocities induced by
vortex panels at control point I
Normal velocity storage array
Velocity tangential to control point
panel I
Arrays of velocity components induced
by source panels at control point I
Array of normal velocities at control
point I induced by source panels
Array of normal velocities induced by












TO revise chordwise panel spacing on the wing
and to compute new airfoil ordinates by inter-
polation.
The program first checks the input data to
determine if the wing has a round leading edge.
If so, an array of wing leading edge radii are
read in. The program then checks if the percent
chord locations of the panel edges are to be
redefined. If so, an array of revised chordwise
locations are read in, otherwise the panel edges
are used as originally defined.
For each wing section, the original camber and
thickness distributions are rewritten as one
dimensional arrays. A chain of cubic curves having
continuous first derivatives is fitted between
each pair of points on these two curves, and the
four coefficients of the cubic curve calculated
within each interval. For wing sections having
round leading edges with infinite leading edge
slope, the slope at the second percent chord loca-
tion is calculated by fitting the curve
z = /2px + ax + bx 2 through the first three points.
The program then calculates the coefficients of
the cubic curves through the remaining points in
the usual way, starting with the slope determined
from the first derivative of the above formula.
The revised camber and thickness ordinates and
slopes are then calculated at the new chordwise
locations by the formulas
z = c 1 + c2x + c3 x2 + c_x
dz/dx = c 2 + 2c3x + 3c_x 2
where the coefficients correspond to the interval
of the curve under consideration. For wings
having round leading edges, the formula given in
the previous paragraph is used in the first interval.
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Wing leading edge definition parameter
Number of wing airfoil sections
Number of ordinates used to define wing
airfoil section
Number of ordinates used to define wing
panel leading and trailing edges. If
KWAFOR = 0, NWAFOR ordinates are used.
Array of percent chords for airfoil
ordinates (NWAFOR values)
Array of percent chords for panel leading
and trailing edges (KWAFOR values)
Array of camber line ordinates
Array of half-thickness ordinates













Number of intervals in curve
Array of camber line ordinates
Array of half-thickness ordinates
Number and value of derivative at
initial point on curve
Array of camber line slopes
Array of half-thickness slopes
Coefficients of leading edge curve













Array of revised camber line ordinates
Array of revised camber slopes ordinates
Array of revised half-thickness ordinates






TO revise the body meridian line spacing.
For each body segment, there are three options
for redefining the meridian lines. Considering
the first segment, if KRADX(1) = 0, the merid-
ian lines are not changed. If KRADX(1) is
positive, the meridian lines are relocated at
KRADX(1) equally spaced values of the meridian
angle _. If KRADX(1) is negative, an array of
arbitrary meridian angles is read in.
If the body has a circular cross section, the
y and z coordinates are calculated at each
axial station as follows:
y = r cos$
z = z c + r sin_
where the body radius r and camber z c have
been previously calculated in program CONFIG.
If the body has an arbitrary cross section,
the y and z coordinates are obtained by linear
interpolation at the new values of _ of the
original y and z coordinates read in program
CONFIG.
The x, y, and z coordinates are written on
TAPE 10, and the procedure repeated for the
remaining body segments.
CALL OVERLAY (LWB, I, 4)
Input:
J2TEST Parameter to specify body cross
section and camber definition
NFUS Number of body segments
NRADX,
KRADX
Number of meridian lines on segment




























Number of axial stations on segment
Array of axial stations on segment
Array of body radii on segment
Array of body camber ordinates on
segment
Array of y and z coordinates used in
arbitrary cross section definition
Number of body segments
Body segment number
Number of meridian lines in segment
Arbitrary body indicator




Array of axial stations on segment
Arrays of y and z coordinates on
segment
Temporary arrays of y and z coordinates
Body radius
Body camber ordinate
Array of original meridian angles for
arbitrary cross section body













To revise chordwise panel spacing on fin, canard
or tail and compute new airfoil ordinates.
The program first tests to determine if the
component under consideration is a fin (vertical
tail), a canard, or a horizontal tail. The
program then initializes the appropriate con-
stants, and reads in an array of leading edge
radii if the component has a round leading edge.
Each horizontal or vertical tail component is
then treated as an additional wing segment, and
the procedure follows the steps described under
program NEWORD.















Tail or canard definition parameter
Fin leading edge definition parameter
Tail or canard leading edge definition
parameter
Number of fins
Number of tails and canards
Number of ordinates defining fin airfoil
Number of ordinates defining tail and
canard airfoils
Number of ordinates defining fin panel
leading and trailing edges
Number of ordinates defining tail or
canard panel leading and trailing edges



























Array of percent chords for panel
leading and trailing edges
Array of airfoil camber line ordinates
Array of airfoil half-thickness
ordinates
Array of airfoil leading edge radii
Fin identification variable (logical)
Number of fins, tails or canards
Tail or canard camber identifier
Tail definition integer
Airfoil leading edge definition integer
Number of ordinates defining airfoil
Number of ordinates defining fin, tail
or canard panel leading and trailing
edges
Number of intervals in curve
Number and value of derivative at
initial point on curve
Array of camber line ordinates
Array of half-thickness ordinates
Array of camber line slopes
Array of half-thickness slopes
Coefficients of leading edge curve
Coefficients of cubic curves in each
interval











Array of revised camber line slopes
Array of revised half-thickness ordinates






To calculate direction cosines of the normal
vector, the centroid, area, and inclination
angles of an arbitrary quadrilateral panel.
The four corners of the panel are numbered in a
clockwise direction. A diagonal vector T connects
points 1 and 3, and a diagonal vector T21connects
points 2 and 4. The normal vector N is obtained
by taking the cross product of these diagonal
vectors, and the direction cosines determined by
calculating the projections of this vector in the
reference coordinate system. The plane of the
panel is defined to be perpendicular to the normal
vector and to pass through a point whose co-
ordinates are the averages of the coordinates of
the four input points. The input points are
then projected into the plane of the panel, and
transformed to the reference coordinate system.
A new panel coordinate system _, _ is introduced
with the average point of the panel as origin.
The coordinates of the centroid and the panel
area are calculated in this new system, and the
centroid transformed to the reference system. Two
angles are used to define the panel orientation.
The incidence 6 is the angle between the x axis
and the line of intersection with the panel of a
plane passing through the x axis and perpendicular
to the panel. The inclination 8 is the angle
between the y axis and the line of intersection
of the panel with the yz plane. These two angles
are calculated in terms of the direction cosines
of the normal vector.
CALL PANEL (IP, IQ, J, K, L, NP, AP)
Input:
IP, IQ Panel identification code
J Panel row number
K Panel column number






























x coordinate of panel corner point
y coordinate of panel corner point
z coordinate of panel corner point
Direction cosines of the normal vector
Coordinates of average point
Distance from corner point to plane of
panel
Coordinates of corner point in panel
coordinate system
Coordinates of centroid in panel co-
ordinate system










For wing-body combinations, to invert the
matrix partitions and store the results on
TAPE 10. For isolated wings or bodies, to
solve the boundary condition equations and
determine the body source strengths or wing
vortex strengths.
This subroutine is called only if the order of
the matrix partition (or the full matrix in
the case of isolated wings or bodies) does not
exceed 60.
For wing-body combinations, the partitions are
read from TAPE 9, inverted, and the inverse
matrix written on TAPE 10.
For isolated wings or bodies, the matrix is
read from TAPE 9, inverted, and the inverse
post-multiplied by the normal velocity array















Number of wing and tail panels
Number of body panels
Matrix dimension statement size
Array of matrix elements
Array of wing and tail normal velocities
Array of body normal velocities
Total number of panels











Elapsed time in seconds
Array of wing and tail vortex strengths





TO compute the pressure coefficient at a
panel control point.
The u, v, and w components of velocity are
given in terms of the reference coordinate
system. They are transformed into a new co-
ordinate system aligned with the free stream
velocity vector, and used to determine the
pressure coefficient by means of the exact
isentropic formula:
2{ 7-i M2 Q2 _ iicP --V_ [l + -7 (l- )]35
where Q2 = (i + u') 2 + v 2 + w '2
u' = u cose + w sine
w' = w cose - u sine
If the Mach number M is zero, the pressure
coefficient is determined by the incompressible
formula:
CP = 1 - Q2
The subroutine also calculates the stagnation
pressure coefficient, the critical pressure
coefficient, and the vacuum pressure coefficient
by the following formulas:
2 I[ 1 + 7-i M2]a.5 _ 1 }CPSTAG= _--7 _--
CPCRIT
2 2

























Angle of attack in radians
Velocity components at panel control
point











Given a set of n points (x i, yi ) whose abscissae
form a strictly monotone sequence, a first or
second derivative at xl, and a first or second
derivative at Xn, to find the smoothest possible
curve passing rigorously through the given points,
satisfying the specified boundary conditions, and
possessing continuous first and second derivatives.
The criterion for smoothness is the minimization
of the integral of the square of the second deriv-
ative, from x I to Xn, over all functions having the
stated properties. Accordingly, the curve found is
a chain of cubics, i.e., a separate cubic defined
on each interval (xi, Xi+l). The coefficients of
each such cubic are explicitly found in the form
= x 2 + c3x 3Y c o + clx + c 2
The most economical (in time and space) and most
accurate method of finding such a chain of cubics
is to solve first for the n slopes Yi of the curve.
This is done by the composite cubic subroutine
COMCU, which solves an n th order linear system, the
coefficient matrix of which is tridiagonal. Having
found the slopes at each of the n given xi, one can
determine the coefficients of each cubic separately
by using CUBIC2, which finds the cubic through two
points, being given the slope at each. The coeffi-
cients of all the n-i cubics can be obtained by
using the subject routine (SCAMP4) which serves as
a vehicle for calling COMCU (once) and CUBIC2 (n-i
times). SCAMP4 has an option to compute the re-
quired boundary conditions (first or second deriv-
atives at the end points) if these are not known by
the calling program; in this case, the computation
of first derivatives at x I and x n is recommended.
The cubic coefficients found by SCAMP4 are either
stored in a 4 by n-i array or are arranged in the
composite curve format, i.e., in a single linear
array where each segment is specified by a block of
seven consecutive words: xi, xi+], 3., c o , c I, c 2,
c 3. The calling program should dimension the coef-
ficient array as a doubly subscripted variable in






CALL SCAMP4 (X, Y, N, NDA, NDB, DA, DB, C, S, M)
Input:
X Array of x values





The order (i or 2) of the derivative to
be given at X(1). If derivative is to
be computed by SCAMP4, NDA < 0.
The order of the derivative to be given
at X(N). Similar to NDA.
DA
DB
The value of the derivative at X(1).
If derivative is to be computed by
SCAMP4, leave blank.




12, if the cubic chain coefficients
are to be stored in a doubly dimen-
sioned 4 x (N-l) array.
= 12, if the cubic chain coefficients





Array of cubic chain coefficients
Array of first derivatives
M
Error return
= 0 - success
0 - error detected
COMCU, CUBIC2, DERIVl, DERIV2
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ERROR
RETURNS: M = -i indicates N < 2. 1 _ M _ 7 indicates
an error return from COMCU. M large indicates











To return elapsed CPU time in seconds.




TIME Elapsed CPU time in seconds
None
None
Limited to CDC computers using SCOPE 3.0





To solve for the strengths of the body sources
and wing vortices which satisfy the boundary
condition of tangential flow at the panel con-
trol points, and to determine the corresponding
pressure distribution, forces and moments on
the configuration.
The program first calculates the array of normal
velocities required to satisfy the boundary
conditions at the wing and body panel control
points. The panel inclination angles 8 and 6
are obtained from the geometry arrays on TAPE 7,
and the angle of attack e from COMMONblock
PARAM.
If the planar boundary condition and wing thick-
ness options have been selected, the program
next computes the normal velocities induced on
the body and non-coplanar wing or tail segments
by the wing source distribution. These normal
velocities are subtracted from those previously
calculated to obtain the resultant normal veloc-
ities at the control points.
The coefficients of the equations to be solved
have previously been stored in row order on
TAPE 9. Three different procedures are followed
to solve the equations depending on the order
of the matrix of coefficients. If the configu-
ration to be analyzed consists of an isolated
wing or body, and the order of the matrix does
not exceed 60, the equations are solved in sub-
routine PARTIN by direct inversion of the matrix.
If the configuration consists of a wing-body
combination, and the order of the wing and body
partition does not exceed 60, subroutine PARTIN
inverts the diagonal partitions of the matrix
and writes the inverse matrices on TAPE i0. An
iterative procedure described in subroutine
ITRATE is then applied to solve the equations.
For any configuration for which the order of
the wing or body partition exceeds 60, the di-
agonal blocks of the matrix are read from TAPE 7,
inverted, and written on TAPE 10 by subroutine
DIAGIN. Subroutine ITRATE is then called to
solve the resulting equations by an iterative
procedure.
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Once the strengths of the source and vortex
distributions have been determined, the program
calculates the three components of velocity and
pressure coefficient at each panel control point,
starting with the body panels. The velocity
components corresponding to unit strength source
and vortex distribution are obtained from TAPE 8.
The first three records on this file contains
the velocity components at body control points
induced by the body source panels, the wing
source panels (if present), and the wing vortex
panels. The program multiplies these by the
corresponding source and vortex strength, and
sums the products to obtain the resultant veloc-
ity component arrays at each body control point.
The magnitude of the normal velocity at the body
control points is also calculated at this point.
If the absolute value of the print option is
greater than one, the three components of veloc-
ity and the normals are written on the output
file. The program then calls subroutine PRESS
to obtain the pressure coefficients at the body
panels, and subroutine FORMOM to integrate the
pressures and calculate the force and moment
acting on the body.
The velocity components at the wing and tail
panel control points are computed next. The
remaining three records containing the velocity
components at wing and tail control points in-
duced by the body source panels, the wing source
panels (if present) and the wing vortex panels
are read from TAPE 8. The program multiplies
these by the corresponding source and vortex
strengths and sums the products to obtain the
resultant velocity component arrays at the wing
and tail panel control points. If the absolute
value of the print option is greater than one,
the velocity component arrays are written on
the output file. The program then calls sub-
routine PRESS to obtain the pressure coeffi-
cients, and subroutine FORMOM to calculate the
force and moment acting on the wing.
If the planar boundary condition option has been
selected, two passes through this section are
required to obtain the velocity components,




The program writes the values of the stagnation
pressure coefficient, the critical pressure
coefficient, the vacuum pressure coefficient,
and the elapsed time on the output file prior
to returning.






















Number of body panels
Number of wing and tail panels
Number of wing and tail panel source
distributions
Maximum order of diagonal block matrices
Print option parameter (integer)
Mach number
Matrix inversion parameter
Planar boundary condition option
parameter (logical)
Wing thickness option parameter (logical)
Angle of attack in degrees
Array of wing and tail panel chords
Array of wing and tail panel half-
thickness slopes
Wing or body panel geometry arrays
Array of panel incidence angles
Array of panel inclination angles
Arrays of velocity components induced


























Number of passes through program
Wing or body component indicator
(integer)
Angle of attack in radians
Trigonometric functions of angle of
attack
Trigonometric functions of inclination
angle @
tan 6
Array of normal velocities required
to satisfy boundary conditions at
wing control points
Array of normal velocities required
to satisfy boundary conditions at
body control points
Arrays of velocity components at
control points
Array of normal velocities at control
points
Array of body panel source strengths
Array of wing and tail panel vortex
Strengths





Wing upper and lower surface sign
parameter













To calculate the three components of velocity
induced at a given control point by a constant
source distribution on a quadrilateral panel
having longitudinal taper and inclined at an
angle _ to the free stream direction.
Formulas for the three components of velocity
u, v, and w are given in Part I of this report.
The subroutine obtains the information necessary
to evaluate these formulas through COMMON block
BODCOM, and returns the velocity components
through the subroutine parameter list.
The first step in the calculation procedure is
the adjustment of the z coordinate of each panel
corner to ensure that it lies in the plane con-
taining the panel leading edge and its control
point. The influence functions F, G, and H are
then calculated at the specified control point
for each corner point in sequence. The final
result is obtained by combining the four values
of these functions.
CALL SORPAN (UPM, VPM, WPM)
Input:
EM Mach number
SA tan 6 (6 is panel inclination angle)








Coordinates of control point
XJ,
ZJ




































Panel side edge slopes
Coordinates of control point referred
to corner point
Compressed distance from corner point
to control point
Scaled compressed distance from corner
point to control point
Transformed control point coordinates
Compressed distance from side edge to
control point
Panel edge slope parameter,(l. + BT2.SA 2)
Panel edge slope parameter,
(i. + BT2(SA 2 + SM2))
Corner point influence functions
Combined corner point influence functions
Reciprocal of 4_ (or 2_ if EM > i)







TO calculate the three components of velocity
induced at a given control point by constant
and linearly varying source distributions on
a swept quadrilateral panel. The subroutine
calculates the velocity components induced by
one corner of the panel.
Formulas for the three components of velocity
UC, VC, WC induced by a constant source distri-
bution, and UL, VL, WL induced by a source
distribution having a linear chordwise variation
are given in Part I of this report. The sub-
routine obtains the information necessary to
evaluate these formulas through COMMONblock
COMPS, and returns the velocity components
through the parameter list. It is assumed that
the Gothert Rule compressibility transformation
has been applied to the geometrical data prior
to calling this subroutine. Both sets of veloc-
ity components are expressed in terms of the
influence functions FI, GI, G2, and G3 which
depend only on the geometrical relationship of
the control point to the corner point, the
sweep angle, and Mach number.
The subroutine contains three separate branches
for evaluating the velocity components, corre-
sponding to the general case, a special case
for supersonic leading edges, and a special
case if the control point lies in the plane of
the panel.
CALL SORVEL (UC, VC, WC, UL, VL, WL)
Input:
DELTAY, y and z coordinates of control point




Coordinates of control point with
reference to corner point
B Leading edge slope


































Subsonic Mach number parameter (logical)
Sine and cosine of panel dihedral
angle e
Supersonic Mach number parameter
(logical)
Supersonic leading edge parameter
(logical)
Leading edge slope sign parameter
(logical)
Leading edge slope parameter
Distance from control point to
corner point
Distance from control point to
side edge




Velocity components at control point
induced by constant source distribution
Velocity components at control point







To revise the spanwise panel spacing on fin,
canard, or tail and compute the panel geometry.
The program first tests to determine if the
component under consideration is a fin (vertical
tail), a canard, or a horizontal tail. The
program initializes the appropriate constants,
then rewinds TAPE 7, reads the wing geometry
arrays from that file, and stores them in COMMON
block POINT. Each horizontal or vertical tail
component is then treated as an additional wing
segment, following the steps described under
subroutine WNGPAN.
At the completion of the calculation, the com-
bined wing and tail geometry arrays are stored
in COMMONblock POINT, and the entire sequence
of arrays are written as a single record back
on TAPE 7. The augmented CHORDand SLOPE arrays
are also written on TAPE 7 at this point. The
remaining wing and tail geometry parameters are
stored in COMMON blocks PARAM and SEG. Finally,
if the print option is positive, the fin, canard
or tail panel corner point coordinates, control
point coordinates, inclination angles, areas,
and chords are written on the output file.
CALL OVERLAY (LWB, i, 7)
Input-
LBC Boundary condition option (logical)
PRINT Print option
K4 Fin definition parameter
K5 Tail or canard definition parameter
NF Number of fins
NK Number of tails or canards
NCPT Number of control points on wing






















Number of streamwise panel edges on
fin
Number of streamwise panel edges on
tail or canard
Array of spanwise locations of fin or
tail panel streamwise edges
Number of ordinates defining fin panel
leading and trailing edges
Number of ordinates defining tail or
canard panel leading and trailing
edges
Array of origin and chord length of
each fin, tail or canard airfoil
(x, y, z, c)
Array of percent chords for panel
leading and trailing edges
Array of airfoil half-thickness
ordinates
Array of airfoil camber ordinates
Array of airfoil half-thickness slopes
Array of airfoil camber slopes
In the following descriptions, the
words tail or tail segment may refer
to any fin, canard, or tail component
Fin identification variable (logical)
Number of fins, tails, or canards
Tail segment number
Fin identification integer
Leading edge identification integer
























Number of ordinates defining panel
leading and trailing edges on tail
segment
Array of origin and chord length of
each tail segment airfoil (x, y, z, c)
Total number of wing and tail panels




Number of wing and tail segments
Number of rows of panels in segment
Number of columns of panels in segment
Number of columns of panels on wing
and tail
Arrays of segment leading edge slopes
Arrays of segment trailing edge slopes
Array of segment dihedral angles
Array of sine of segment dihedral angle
Array of cosine of segment dihedral
angle
Array of wing and tail indicator
parameters
Array of x-coordinates of origins of
tail panel streamwise edges
Array of z-coordinates of origins of
tail panel streamwise edges























Chord length of tail panel streamwise
edge divided by one hundred
Tail surface indicator
L = 1 indicates upper (inner) surface
L = 2 indicates lower (outer) surface
Tail surface sign parameter
Panel identification constants
Arrays of tail panel corner point x
and y coordinates
Array of tail panel corner point z
coordinates or lower (outer) surface
coordinates for the non planar boundary
condition option
Array of upper (inner) surface co-





x coordinate of intersection of panel
leading edge with streamwise line
through centroid
x coordinate of intersection of panel
trailing edge with streamwise line
through centroid
Array of panel chord lengths passing
through centroids
Array of panel spans



















Array of panel control point coordinates
Array of panel dihedral angles
Array of tail camber slopes at panel
edges (planar boundary condition option)
Array of tail camber slopes at panel
control points (planar boundary
condition option) or panel incidence
angle (non planar boundary condition
option)
Array of tail half-thickness slopes at
panel edges (planar boundary condition
option)
Leading edge slope for round leading
edge airfoils
Array of x coordinates of panel control
points
Array of point source origins (non planar
boundary condition option)
PANEL






To transform the three components of velocity
from the panel coordinate system to the refer-
ence coordinate system, to combine the contri-
butions of the left and right wing panels, and
to calculate the normal velocity at the control
point.
The axial and vertical velocity components are
transformed by a rotation of the coordinate
system about the horizontal axis by the angle 6.
The axial velocity components induced by the
left and right wing panels are added directly
to determine the resultant axial velocity u.
Two additional coordinate rotations about the x
axis are required before the v and w components
induced by the left and right wing panels can
be combined. The first rotation transforms the
v and w components from the influencing panel
coordinate system to the control point panel
coordinate system, and the second transforms
the combined normal and tangential velocity at
the control point to v and w velocity components
in the reference coordinate system.





Three components of velocity at control





Three components of velocity at control






Three components of velocity at control
point in reference coordinate system












To evaluate an integral by the trapezoidal
rule.
The x and y coordinates of a curve are read
and the integral obtained by summing the areas
within each interval for i = I, NT
NT
1 _ (x isum =
i=l













Array of x coordinates (abscissa)
Array of y coordinates (ordinates)
Number of coordinates










This program controls the sequence of calculations
required to determine the aerodynamic character-
istics of wing-body-tail configurations in subsonic
or supersonic potential flow.
The input card deck is read and listed on the out-
put file. The three primary overlay programs GEOM,
VELCMP, and SOLVE are then called in sequence to
perform the remaining calculations. The lengths
of the principal COMMONblocks are also specified
in this program.
OVERLAY (LWB, 0, 0)
LWB is overlay file name.
OVERLAY (LWB, i, 0)
OVERLAY (LWB, 2, 0)








To compute the velocity components u, v, and w
at panel control points, and form the aero-
dynamic influence coefficient matrices.
The program reads the Mach number and angle of
attack from the input file. If the Mach number
is negative, or the same as the previous case,
a return is executed. Otherwise, the program
proceeds to compute the velocity components.
For wing alone, or wing-body configurations, a
preliminary calculation is made to determine if
the wing control points require relocation, and
to compute the number and size of the wing di-
agonal blocks for later use in the matrix calcu-
lations. For wing-body configurations, the body
geometry is first placed in temporary storage
on TAPE i0. The program then proceeds to recal-
culate the chordwise locations of the wing control
points for wings having supersonic edges, provided
the planar boundary condition option has been
selected. (An edge is defined to be supersonic
if the component of the Mach number normal to
the edge is greater than one.) Considering one
wing segment at a time, the program tests to
determine if either the leading or trailing edge
is supersonic. If all edges are subsonic, the
control points retain their original locations
at the panel centroids. If the leading edge is
subsonic and the trailing edge is supersonic, the
control points in a given column of panels are
adjusted uniformly between the centroid of the
leading edge panel and the trailing edge of the
last panel in the column. If both edges are
supersonic, the control points are relocated at
the panel leading edges, and the trailing edge of
the last panel in the column. A wing supersonic
trailing edge indicator array is also computed at
this point in the program. The revised control
points are stored in COMMONblock POINT, and the
entire wing geometry array written on TAPE 7.
The body geometry temporarily stored on TAPE i0




The velocity component calculations are sub-
divided into four steps. For wing-alone or
body-alone configurations, only the first step
is necessary, otherwise all four steps are
included. Each step involves the calculation
of the influence coefficients of one partition
of the complete aerodynamic matrices. The first
partition gives the influence of the body panels
at the body control points (or the influence of
the wing panels at the wing control points for
wing-alone configurations). The second partition
gives the influence of the wing panels at the
body control points, the third gives the influ-
ence of the body panels at the wing control
points, and the fourth partition gives the
influence of the wing panels at the wing control
points for wing-body configurations. The pro-
gram calculates the partition number, reads
the appropriate geometry arrays from TAPE 7,
and calls the wing or body panel velocity com-
ponent program to obtain the influence coeffi-
cients.
On completion of the influence coefficient
calculations, and if the order of any partition
is greater than 60, the program writes the di-
agonal blocks of the aerodynamic matrix on TAPE 7
(following the geometry arrays) in preparation
for the iterative solution. The number and size
of the body diagonal blocks is calculated at
this time, and stored with the wing diagonal
block data and other matrix constants in COMMON
block VELCOM.
CALL OVERLAY (LWB, 2, 0)
Input:
LBC Linear boundary condition option para-
meter (logical)
PRINT Print option parameter
MACH Mach number (real)
ALPHA Angle of attack


























Number of body panels
Number of body segments
Array of body panel meridian lines in
segment
Array of body panel axial stations in
segment
Number of wing and tail panels
Number of wing and tail control points
Number of wing and tail segments
Number of rows of panels in segment
Number of columns of panels in segment
Leading edge sweep of wing segment
Trailing edge sweep of wing segment
Wing or body geometry arrays on TAPE 7
Array of wing panel chords
Array of wing thickness slopes
Array of chordwise locations of wing
control points
Arrays of panel control point coordinates
Array of panel incidence angles
Array of diagonal block matrix
Matrix inversion indicator
Subsonic indicator (logical)





























Number of control points
Total number of panels
Number of diagonal block matrices in
wing partition
Number of diagonal block matrices in
body partition
Number of rows in wing diagonal block
matrix
Number of rows in body diagonal block
matrix
Number of columns of panels in segment
Number of rows of panels in segment
Leading edge sweep of wing segment
Trailing edge sweep of wing segment
Array of wing supersonic trailing edge
indicators
Array of x coordinates of wing control
points
Array of chord fractions for control
point location
Array of control point location
indicators
Matrix partition number
Temporary array of panel control point
coordinates
Elapsed time in seconds
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PROGRAMS
CALLED: OVERLAY (LWB, 2, i)
OVERLAY (LWB, 2, 2)











To calculate the three components of velocity
induced at a given control point by constant
and linearly varying vortex distributions on
a swept quadrilateral panel. In addition, the
subroutine calculates the three components of
velocity induced by the concentrated vortex
lying along the downstream extension of the
inboard edge, and the vortex sheet located down-
stream of the trailing edge between the inboard
edge and the intersection of the leading and
trailing edges of the panel.
Formulas for the velocity components UC, VC, WC
induced by a constant vortex distribution, UL,
VL, WL, and ULT, VLT, WLT induced by the leading
and trailing edge corners respectively of a
vortex distribution having a linear chordwise
variation are given in Part I of this report.
The subroutine obtains the information necessary
to evaluate these formulas through COMMON block
COMPS, and returns the velocity components through
the parameter list. It is assumed that the
Gothert Rule compressibility transformation has
been applied to the geometrical data prior to
calling this subroutine.
The subroutine first performs the coordinate
transformations and calculates the geometrical
parameters required by the velocity component
formulas. It then evaluates the downwash veloc-
ity induced by the trailing vortex sheet by
numerical integration. Eleven chordwise stations
are used in the trapezoidal rule integration.
Three separate branches are provided for evalu-
ating the velocity coefficients. The first
branch is a special case for supersonic leading
edges, the second contains the formulas for the
general case, and the third contains special
formulas used if the control point lies in the
plane of the panel. In the latter two branches,
the velocity components are expressed in terms
of the six influence functions FI, GI, G2, G3,
HI, and H2 which depend on the geometrical
relationship of the control point to the corner




The v and w velocity components induced by
the vortex sheet in the wake are expressed
in terms of the influence functions F1 and
H2, while those induced by the concentrated
vortex in the wake are expressed in terms of
the parameter C6. The wake vortices induce
no axial component of velocity.
CALL VORPAN (UC, VC, WC, UL, VL, WL, ULT,
VLT, WLT, VE, WE, VA, WA)
Input:
DELTAY, y and z coordinates of control points







Coordinates of control point with
reference to leading edge corner
point
Difference between leading and trailing
edge slopes
Leading edge slope
Panel chord length along inboard edge
BPOS
SUB
Leading edge slope sign parameter
(logical)






Planar boundary condition option
parameter (logical)
Sine and cosine of panel dihedral
angle
Panel leading or trailing edge indicator
Number of arguments in numerical evalu-
ation of downwash integral
Output:
SUP Supersonic Mach number parameter (logical)





























Distance from control point to side
edge
Distance from control point to corner
point
Distance from control point to inter-
section of leading and trailing edges
of panel
m 2






Array of x coordinates used in evalu-
ation of downwash integral
Array of arguments used in evaluation
of downwash integral
Value of downwash integral at leading
edge
Value of downwash integral at trailing
edge







































Intermediate values of velocity functions
at trailing edge
Influence functions
Intermediate values of velocity
components
Velocity components at control point
induced by constant vortex
distribution
Velocity components at control point
induced by the leading edge corner of
a vortex distribution with linear
chordwise variation
Velocity components at control point
induced by the trailing edge corner of
a vortex distribution with linear
chordwise variation
Velocity components at control point
induced by the trailing vortex sheet
Velocity components at control point






To calculate the three components of velocity
induced at a given control point by constant
and linearly varying vortex distributions on
a swept quadrilateral panel. The subroutine
calculates the velocity components induced by
the leading and trailing corners of one edge
of the panel.
Formulas for the velocity components UC, VC,
WC induced by a constant vortex distribution,
UL, VL, WL, and ULT, VLT, WLT induced by the
leading and trailing edge corners respectively
of a vortex distribution having a linear chord-
wise variation are given in Part I of this
report. The subroutine obtains the information
necessary to evaluate these formulas through
COMMONblock COMPS, and returns the velocity
components through the parameter list. It is
assumed that Gothert Rule compressibility
transformation has been applied to the geo-
metrical data prior to calling this subroutine.
The subroutine first performs the coordinate
transformations and calculates the geometrical
parameters required by the velocity component
formulas. It then evaluates the downwash veloc-
ity induced by the trailing vortex sheet by
numerical integration. Eleven chordwise stations
are used in the trapezoidal rule integration.
Three separate branches are provided for evalu-
ating the velocity coefficients. The first
branch is a special case for supersonic leading
edges, the second contains the formulas for the
general case, and the third contains special
formulas used if the control point lies in the
plane of the panel. In the latter two branches,
the velocity components are expressed in terms
of the six influence functions FI, GI, G2, G3,
HI, and H2 which depend on the geometrical
relationship of the control point to the corner
point, the leading edge sweep angle, and the
Mach number.
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USE: CALL VORVEL (UC, VC, WC, UL, VL, WL,
ULT, VLT, WLT)
Input:























in reference coordinate system
Coordinates of control point with
reference to leading edge corner
point
Difference between leading and trailing
edge slopes
Leading edge slope
Panel chord length along inboard edge
Leading edge slope sign parameter
(logical)
Subsonic Mach number parameter (logical)
Planar boundary condition option
parameter (logical)
Sine and cosine of panel dihedral
angle 8
Panel leading or trailing edge indicator
Number of arguments in numerical evalu-
ation of downwash integral
Supersonic Mach number parameter (logical)
Supersonic leading edge parameter
(logical)
Geometrical parameters
Distance from control point to side edge































Distance from control point to inter-
section of leading and trailing edges
of panel
m 2






Array of x coordinates used in evalu-
ation of downwash integral
Array of arguments used in evaluation
of downwash integral
Value of downwash integral at leading
edge
Value of downwash integral at trailing
edge
Intermediate values of velocity functions
at leading edge





















Intermediate values of velocity
components
Velocity components at control point
induced by constant vortex
distribution
Velocity components at control point
induced by the leading edge corner of
a vortex distribution with linear
chordwise variation
Velocity components at control point
induced by the trailing edge corner of






To revise the spanwise panel spacing on the wing
and compute the panel geometry.
The program first checks if the spanwise panel
spacing is to be revised. If so, an array of
revised panel edge locations is read in; otherwise,
the panel edges are used as origin_lly defined.
The wing panel geometry is established by consid-
ering regions defined by sequential pairs of the
originally defined airfoil sections. The leading
and trailing edge slopes and dihedral angle of the
region are calculated, and the origins and chord
lengths of any intermediate panel edges obtained
by linear interpolation in the spanwise direction.
The individual panel geometry is then calculated.
For the planar boundary condition option, the
corner points and control points are calculated
in the plane of the wing, while the wing camber
and thickness slopes at the panel edges are ob-
tained by a linear interpolation of the slopes
determined in the program NEWORD. For the non
planar boundary condition, the corner points and
control points are calculated on the upper and
lower surfaces of the wing, and the panel inclina-
tion angles determined by subroutine PANEL. In
addition, both options calculate the panel area,
chord, span, and leading edge x coordinate.
The same procedure is followed for each of the
regions between the remaining airfoil sections.
Prior to each step, the leading and trailing edge
slopes and dihedral angles of the region are
compared with those calculated for the previous
region. If all these quantities are the same,
the calculation proceeds normally. Otherwise, a
new wing segment is defined, and the leading and
trailing edge slopes, sine and cosine of the di-
hedral angle, and a wing indicator parameter for
the segment are stored in a special array before
continuing the calculations. The program also
computes the number of rows and columns of panels
in each wing segment, the total number of panels,
and the total number of segments on the wing.
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USE:
The three coordinates of the control points, the
panel dihedral angles e, the panel inclination
angles 6, the three coordinates of the panel
corner points, the panel areas, and x coordinates
of the panel leading edges are stored in the
COMMON block POINT, and the entire sequence of
arrays written as a single record on TAPE 7. The
CHORD and SLOPE arrays are also written on TAPE 7
at this point. The remaining wing geometry para-
meters are stored in COMMON blocks PARAM, and SEG.
Finally, if the print option is positive, the
corner point coordinates, control point coordinates,
inclination angles, areas, and chords are written
in the output file for reference.
CALL OVERLAY (LWB, i, 3)
InPU t:
LBC Boundary condition option (logical)
PRINT Print option
KL Leading edge radius parameter
NWAF Number of wing airfoil sections
KWAF Number of wing panel streamwise edges
KWAFOR Number of ordinates defining wing
panel leading and trailing edges
WAFORG Array of origin and chord length of
each wing airfoil (x, y, x, c)
XAFK Array of percent chord locations of
panel leading and trailing edges
YK Array of spanwise locations of wing
panel streamwise edges
WAFORK Array of airfoil half-thickness
ordinates
TZORK Array of airfoil camber ordinates
DZTDXK Array of airfoil half-thickness slopes






















Total number of wing panels
Total number of control points
Panel number
Control point number
Number of wing segments
Number of rows of panels in segment
Number of columns of panels in
segment
Number of wing panel streamwise edges
Leading edge slope of wing segment
array
Trailing edge slope of wing segment
array
Dihedral angle of wing segment array
Sine of segment dihedral angle array
Cosine of segment dihedral angle
array
Wing indicator parameter array
Array of x-coordinates of origins of
wing panel streamwise edges
Array of z-coordinates of origins of
wing panel streamwise edges
Array of chord lengths of wing panel
streamwise edges
Chord length of wing panel streamwise
edge divided by one hundred
Wing surface indicator
L = 1 indicates upper surface






















Wing surface sign parameter
Panel identification constants
Arrays of wing panel corner point x
and y coordinates
Array of wing panel corner point z
coordinates or lower surface z co-
ordinates for the non planar boundary
condition option
Array of upper surface z coordinates





x coordinate of intersection of panel
leading edge with streamwise line
through centroid
x coordinate of intersection of panel
trailing edge with streamwise line
through centroid
Array of panel chord lengths passing
through centroids
Array of panel spans
Array of panel areas
Arrays of panel control point
coordinates
Array of panel dihedral angles
Array of wing camber slopes at panel















Array of wing camber slopes at panel
control point (planar boundary
condition option) or panel incidence
angle (non planar boundary condition
option)
Array of wing half-thickness slopes
at panel edges (planar boundary
condition option)
Leading edge slope for round leading
edge airfoils
Array of x coordinates of panel control
points
Arrays of point source origins (non
planar boundary condition option)
PANEL





TO calculate the three components of velocity
induced at specified control points by vortex
panels located on wing or tail surfaces.
The program first applies the Gothert rule
compressibility transformation to the tangent
of the panel inclination angles, and computes
trigonometric functions of the revised angles.
If the product B tan _ is greater than one in
supersonic flow, the panel lies outside the
Mach cone from its apex, an error message is
written and the program terminated.
The three coordinates of the first control
point, and the corresponding panel inclination
angles 0 and 6 are read from COMMON block POINT.
If the control point is on the body, the incli-
nation angle e is obtained from COMMON block
BTHET.
The program then computes the influence of
each panel at the control point. The panels
on the upper surface of each chordwise column
are considered first, followed by those on
the lower surface. This process is repeated
for each column of panels on a wing segment,
starting with the inboard panel, and continued
until all wing and tail segments have been
included.
The coordinates of the four corner points of
the influencing panel are obtained from COMMON
block POINT in the reference coordinate system.
They are indexed according to the panel row
and column numbers. They are first used to
calculate the leading and trailing edge slopes
and the chord lengths of the inboard and out-
board edges of the panel in a panel coordinate
system lying in the plane of the panel and
originating at the inboard leading edge corner.
The control point is also transformed to the
panel coordinate system, and the velocity com-
ponents induced at the control point by each
of the four corners computed by subroutine
VORPAN. The subroutine is called twice for
each corner point to obtain the contributions
of both left and right wing panels.
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The contribution of a wake consisting of two
concentrated edge vortices with a constant
strength vortex sheet between them is calcu-
lated following the last panel in each column.
The wake vortices are all oriented in a stream-
wise direction, and are assumed to lie in a
plane parallel to the reference axis and con-
taining the trailing edge of the last panel
in the column. The velocity components at the
control point induced by the upstream corners
of the wake are obtained by four additional
calls to VORPAN.
The velocity components induced by the four
corners of the panel and the wake are now
combined to obtain the resultant velocities
at the control point. The velocity components
induced by the right and left wing panels are
combined and the results transformed back to
the reference coordinate system by subroutine
TRANS. This subroutine calculates the u, v,
and w velocity components and the normal veloc-
ity at the control point. A similar procedure
is applied to calculate the transformed velocity
components induced by the three components of
the wake. The wake velocity components are then
multiplied by the appropriate strength factors
and added to obtain the net contribution of the
wake. The wake velocities are then added to
the panel velocities to obtain the final values
of the velocity components at the control point.
Special rules are applied to obtain the velocity
components of the leading and trailing edge
panels in each column. These rules are designed
to provide a continuous vortex distribution
around the nose of the airfoil, and to enforce
the Kutta condition at the trailing edge.
The procedure is repeated for each column of
panels of each wing segment. When all panel
influences have been computed, the u, v, and w
components of velocity are written as a single
record on TAPE 8, and the normal velocities
written in one array on TAPE 9. If the control
point is in the same column of panels on the
wing as the influencing panel, and the wing has
more than 60 panels, the normal velocity at the
control point is written on TAPE 10, and its
122
USE:
value set equal to zero in the array written
on TAPE 9. This procedure sets up the diagonal
blocks of the aerodynamic matrix for later use
in the iterative solution procedure. Finally,
if the print option is selected, the axial and
normal velocity component arrays are written
on the output file.
This process is repeated for each control point.






















The word wing includes any tail, fin,




Maximum order of diagonal block matrices
Number of wing panels
Number of control points
Number of wing segments
Number of rows of panels in segment
Number of columns of panels in segment
Tail segment identification parameter
Arrays of control point coordinates
Array of panel inclination angles
Array of panel incidence angles






























Array of z coordinates of lower surface
wing panel corner points
Array of z coordinates of upper surface
wing panel corner points






Column upper and lower surface index
Wing segment number
Mach number parameter
Subsonic flow parameter (logical)
Supersonic flow sign parameter
Vortex panel constants
Number of rows of panels in segment
NR + 1
2NR
Number of columns of panels in segment
NC + 1
Tail segment identification parameter
Number of first column in segment






























Number of first vortex distribution on
upper surface of column
Number of last vortex distribution on
upper surface of column
Number of last vortex distribution on
lower surface of column
Number of last panel on upper surface
of column
Number of last panel on lower surface
of column
Temporary panel indices
Panel leading or trailing edge index
Panel side edge index
Tangent of transformed panel incidence
angle, 8 tan 6




Inclination angle of panel J
sin e (J)
cos e (J)
cos 8(J)/(l. + (8 tan 6)2) %





































Coordinates of control point I
Differences between panel corner points
in reference coordinate system
Differences between panel corner points
in panel coordinate system
Panel edge sweep
Panel leading edge sweep
Panel trailing edge sweep
Difference between panel leading and
trailing edge sweeps
Panel edge chord
Chord of inboard edge
Chord of outboard edge
Control point coordinates with reference
to panel corner point
Control point coordinates in panel
coordinate system
Dummy variable
Velocity components induced by inboard
leading edge corner of right wing
panels containing constant vortex
distribution
Velocity components induced by inboard
leading edge corner of right wing
panels containing linearly varying
vortex distribution
Same as UCIR, VCIR, WCIR, for inboard




































Same as ULIR, VLIR, WLIR for inboard
trailing edge corner of right wing
panel
Same as UCIR, VCIR, WCIR for left
wing panels
Same as ULIR, VLIR, WLIR for left
wing panels
Same as RCIR, SCIR, TCIR for left
wing panels
Same as RLIR, SLIR, TLIR for left
wing panels
Velocity components induced by concen-
trated vortex from leading edge along
inboard edge of right wing panel
Same as VEIR, WEIR for vortex from
trailing edge
Same as VEIR, WEIR for left wing panel
Same as SEIR, TEIR for left wing panel
Velocity components induced by concen-
trated vortex from leading edge along
outboard edge of right wing panel
Same as VEOR, WEOR for vortex from
trailing edge
Same as VEOR, WEOR for left wing panel
Same as SEOR, TEOR for left wing panel
Velocity components induced by vortex
sheet from inboard leading edge corner





































Same as VAIR, WAIR for vortex sheet
from trailing edge
Same as VAIR, WAIR for left wing panel
Same as SAIR, TAIR for left wing panel
Same as VAIR, WAIR for outboard corner
of right wing panel
Same as SAIR, TAIR for outboard corner
of right wing panel
Same as VAOR, WAORfor left wing panel
Same as SAOR, TAOR for left wing panel
Velocity components induced by vortex
sheet behind right wing panels
Same as above for left wing panels
Velocity components induced by inboard
concentrated vortex behind right wing
panels
Same as above for left wing panels
Velocity components induced by outboard
concentrated vortex behind right wing
panels
Same as above for left wing panels
Velocity components induced by linearly
varying vortex distribution having zero

























Same as above for left wing panels
Velocity components induced by linearly
varying vortex distribution having zero
strength along trailing edge on right
wing panels
Same as above for left wing panels
Arrays of velocity components induced
by vortex panels at control point I
Velocity components induced by point
sources at control point I
Array of normal velocities induced by
vortex panels at control point I
Normal velocity induced by point sources
at control point I
Array of normal velocities induced by
vortex panels in diagonal block matrices
VORPAN, TRANS
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UNIFIEO SUBSONiC-SUPERSONIG AER00YNAMIG$ PROGRAM VERSION AO0
LIST OF INPUT GARDS
00_1_1_1_1112222222_223333333333446_44_45_5_5_S_556_666666_77I771F_18
123_56_89_3_§67890123_5_789_23_5_789_123_6189_3_56_9_23_56_9_1_3_5_7_9_
OGIVE CVLikDER B00¥ WITH 65 DEGREE SWEEP NACA 65A006 MID-W[NG
0 -1 -1 -1 2 26 1 5 28
O. ,5 °75 1.25 2.5 5. 1.5 10. 15. 20. XAFI
25, 30, 35, 60, 45, 50. 55. 60. 65, 10, XAF2
15, _0. 85, 90, 95° 100. XAF3
13o65 O, O, 10, WAFORG1
27,65 12, O, 2, _AFORG2
O, ,3075 ,373 ,_155 ,6515 .87_5 1,06 1.Z16 1._63 1.6505 WAFORDE
1,7925 1,8955 1,566 1,9975 1,996 1.9_75 1.857 1,728 1.5675 1,3815 WAFORD2
1.17_ .969 .715 ._80 o26_5 .009 WAFOR_3
O, ,3075 ,373 ,6755 ,6515 ,87_5 1,06 1,2_6 1,_63 1,6505 WAFOR01
1.7925 1,89§5 1,966 1,997_ 1.996 1°9_15 1.k51 1.72d 1,5675 1,3815 WAFORDZ
1,17_ ,9_.9 ,715 ,_80 ,2665 .009 NAFORD3
0o ,58_ 1.1661 1,15 2.3333 2. 9167 3.5 _,08_3 6,6667 5.25 XFUSI
5.8333 6,6167 7,0 7,583J 8.1667 8°75 9.3333 5,9167 10,5 11,0833 XFUS2
11,666715,2 18,75 22,3 25.85 29°_ 32.95 36,5 XFUS3
O, o08605 ,32513 .69221 1,160951,70920_.31§622.960803.6Z713t.29759 FbSARD1
6-9583_5,§95676,191176,752697,252617.6&9558,05555B,365878.556108.68_11 FUSARO2
8.727 8.727 8.721 8.121 8.727 8.121 1.727 8.727 FUSJRD3
SINGULARITY PANELING FOR SAMPLE CASE
1 1 -2
1 3 1 6 11 1 5 16
166, 12, 6,89 3,33 36,5 20.813 O, REFL
,20_ ,20_ RHO2
O. tO, _0, 30, 60, SO, 60, 70, 80, 90, XAFKIO
100, XAFKll
1,667 2,97 5.37 7,13 10.1 12.0 YK6
Oo 1,5 _.5 7,5 10.5 1l.661 15-596817,312619,150320.928 XFUSK10






UGIVE CYLINDER 80DY _|TH 45 DEGREE S_EEP NACA 65A004 MID-WING
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NING PANEL CONNER POINT COORDIhATES
1 ANO 3 |NOICATE WING PANEL LEAOING-EU_E POINTS[
PANEL X V 2 X Y














































15.fi9483 1.66/00 Q.O0000 16,40370 1.66700 0.00000
16.48370 1.66700 0.00000 17.37257 1.66700 0o00000
17.37257 1.66100 0.00000 18.26143 [.66700 C. 00000
18.26143 1.66/00 0o00000 19.15030 1.66700 0.00000
[9.15030 1.66700 0.00000 20.03917 1o66700 0o00000
20.03917 1o66700 0o00000 20.92803 1.b6700 0.00000
20.92803 1.66100 0.00000 21.81690 1.66700 0.00000
_Lo81690 1.06700 0.00000 22,7057/ 1.60/00 0.00000
22.70577 1.66700 0.00000 23.39_3 1.66700 0.00000
23.5?¢63 1.66/00 0o00000 24.48330 1.60700 0o00000
17.11500 2.9/000 0o00000 17.91700 2.97C00 0.00000
[7,91700 2._7000 0.00000 _0.71900 2-97000 O. 00000
18.71900 _.97000 0.00000 19.52100 2.$7000 0.00000
19.52100 Z.9/000 0.00000 20.32300 2,91000 0.00000
20.32300 2._7000 0o00000 21.12500 2.97000 0.00000
2[.12500 2._7000 0o00000 21.92700 2.$7000 0.00000
21.92700 Z._7000 0°00000 22.72900 Z°97000 0o00000
22.72900 2._7000 0.00000 23o53100 2.07000 0.00000
23.53/00 2.;/000 0.00000 2_,33300 2.97000 0.00000
2k.33_00 2o11000 0o00000 25.13500 2.07000 0.00000
19,91500 5.37000 0.00000 20°55700 5.37000 0.00000
20°55700 _.37000 O.O0000 21.19900 5.37000 0.00000
21.19900 5.37000 0°00000 21.84100 5.37C00 0.00000
21°8k100 5.37000 0o00000 22.48300 5.37000 0.00000
22._300 5.37000 0.043000 23.12500 5.37000 0.00000
23.12500 5.37000 0.00000 23.76/00 5.37000 0.00000
23.70700 5.37000 0.00000 24.40900 5.37000 0.00000
24.40900 5.37000 0.00000 25.05100 5.37000 0.00000
25,05[00 5°37000 0.00000 25°69300 5.37000 0.00000
25.69300 5.37000 0°00000 26.33500 5.37000 C.O0000
22.06633 7.73000 0.00000 23.[5300 7.73000 0,00000
_3o15300 7. 73000 0.00000 23°63767 7.73000 _00000
23.63767 7.73000 0°00000 24°12233 7.13000 0.00000
25.12233 7.73000 0.00000 24.60700 7.73000 0,00000
24. 60700 7. 73000 0.00000 25.09167 7.73000 O. 00000
25.09107 7.73000 0.00000 25.57633 /.73000 C. O0000
25.57633 7.73000 0.00000 20.06100 7.73000 0.00000
20.00100 7._3000 0.00000 20.54561 7.73000 0.00000
26.5456 7 7.73000 0.00000 27°03033 7./3C00 0.00000
27.03033 7.73000 0.00000 2/.51500 7.73000 O.O000O
25._3333 10.10000 0.00000 25.70000 10.10000 0.00000
25.70000 10.10000 0.00000 26.08_7 10.10000 0.00000
20.08667 10.10000 Q. O0000 26.41333 10.10000 0.00000
26.41333 10. L0000 0.00000 26°74000 10°10000 0.00000
26./4000 10.10000 0o00000 27.0666/ 10.10000 0.00000
27.06667 10.10000 0.00000 27.39333 LO.LO000 0.00000
27.39333 10.10000 0.00000 27,72000 10.10000 0.00000
2/.?2000 10.10000 0.00000 28.0_667 IO. LOOO0 C.OO000
28.04607 10.10000 0.00000 28.37333 10.10000 0.00000























































Y Z X Y Z
3 3 4 4 4
2.07000 0.00000 1_.91700 2.97000 0.00000
2._7000 0.00000 18.7L900 2.97000 0.00000
2.97000 0.00000 19.52100 2.97000 0.00000
2.97000 0.00000 20.32300 2.97000 0.00000
2.97000 0.00000 2[.12500 2.97000 0.00000
2.97000 0.00000 21.92700 2.97000 0.001300
2.$7000 0.00000 22.72900 2.97000 0.00000
2.97000 0.00000 23.53[00 2.97000 0.00000
2.97000 0.00000 24.33300 2.97000 0.00000
2.97000 0.00000 25.13500 2.97000 0.00000
5.37000 0.00000 20.55700 5.37000 0.00000
5.37000 0.00000 21.19900 5.37000 0.00000
5.37000 0.00000 21.84100 5.37000 0.00000
5.37000 0.00000 22.48300 5.37000 0.00000
5.37000 0.00000 23012500 5.37000 0.00000
5.37000 0.00000 23_76700 5.37000 0.00000
5.37000 0.00000 24.40900 5.37000 0.00000
5.37000 0.00000 25.05100 5.37000 0.00000
_°37000 0°00000 25°69300 5.37000 0.00000
5°37000 0.00000 26.33500 5.37000 0.00000
7°73000 0._0000 23.15300 7.73000 0.00000
7.73000 0.00_00 23.63767 7. 73000 Q.O0(_O
7.73000 0.00000 26.12233 7.73000 0.00000
7.73000 0.00000 24.,b0700 7.73000 0.00000
7.73000 0.00000 25.09167 7.73000 0.00000
/.73000 0.00000 25.57633 7.73000 0.00000
7.73000 0.00000 2b.ObLO0 7.73000 0.00000
7.73000 0.00000 26.54_67 7.73000 0.00000
7./3000 0.00000 27.03033 7.73000 0.00000
7.73000 0.00000 27.51500 7.73000 0.00000
10.10000 0.00000 25.76000 10.10000 Q.O0000
10.10000 0.00000 26.08667 10.10000 0.00000
10.10000 0.00000 26.41333 10.10000 0.00000
LO.[O000 0.00000 26.74000 10.[0000 0.00000
10.10000 0.00000 27.06667 /0.10000 0.00000
10.10000 0.00000 27.39333 tO.tO000 0.00000
10°10000 0.00000 27.72000 10.10000 0.00000
10.10000 0.00000 28.04667 10.10000 0.00000
10,10000 0.00000 28.3?333 10.[0000 0.00000
[0.10000 0.00000 28.70000 10.10000 0.00000
12.00000 0.00000 27.85000 [2.00000 0.00000
12.00000 0.00000 28.05000 12.00000 0.00000
L2.000QO 0.00000 28.25000 12.00000 0.00000
12.00000 0.00000 28.45000 12.00000 0.00000
12.00000 0.00000 28.65000 12o00000 0.00000
12.00000 0.00000 28.85000 [2.00000 0.00000
12.00000 0.00000 29.05000 [2.00000 0.00000
12.00000 0.00000 29.25000 [2.00000 0.00000
12.00000 0.00000 29.45000 [2.00000 0.00000
12.00000 0.00000 29.65000 12.00000 0.00000
290
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1 16.34190 2.30734 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .11819
2 17.18808 _*307J4 0.00000 0.00000 O.CO000 .05696
3 18o03425 2.J0734 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .03265
4 10.88043 2.30734 0.00000 0.00000 O. CO000 *0170g
5 19*7266E 2,30734 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .003|$
6 20*57279 2.30_34 0o00000 0.00000 0.00000 -*0131g
21.41896 2.30734 0.00000 0.00000 O.CO000 --.02910
8 22*26514 2,30734 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 -°03946
9 23.11132 2.3¢734 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -*04623
10 23.95749 2.30734 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -.04104
11 24.00361 2.30134 OoO0000 0.00000 0*00000 -*04710
12 18.4_16329 6.12568 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .1787g
1_ 19*18825 4.12568 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 *05696
14 19.913_0 4*12568 0*00000 0.00000 0.00000 .03265
15 20.63816 4.12568 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 *01709
16 21.36311 _*12568 O*O0000 0o00000 0.00000 *00315
11 22.0800T 4.12568 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -.0|37g
18 22.81302 6.12568 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -*02910
19 23.53798 4*12560 0.00000 0.00000 O*OO000 -*03946
20 24*26293 4.12568 0*00000 0.00000 0.00000 -*04623
_1 24.98188 6*12568 O.O0000 0.00000 O. CO000 -*04T04
22 25.71204 4.12568 0.00000 0.00000 O*GO000 -.04710
23 21.2215"_ 6.4gsoT 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 *178T9
24 21.79458 6.49507 0*00000 0.00000 0.00000 °05696
25 22.36150 6.49507 0.00000 0.00000 O.GO000 *03265
26 22*g2851 6*6950T 0*00000 0*00000 O.CO000 .01109
21 23*495§7 6.4950T 0*00000 0.00000 0*00000 .00315
Z8 24.06256 6*4950T 0.00000 0.00000 0°00000 -.01379
29 24.62956 6.6950T 0.00000 0.00000 O.CO000 -*029|8
30 25.19_55 6.49507 O*OOO00 0°00000 0.00000 -.03946
3i 25. T63_5 6o6950Z 0.00000 0.00000 0,00000 -*0_623
32 26.33054 6.49507 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -.04T04
33 26.89754 6.49507 0.00000 0*00000 0.00000 -.04710
34 23.96109 8.83808 0*00000 0.00000 0.00000 .178T9
35 2_*37108 8.83808 O.O0000 0.00000 0.00000 *05696
36 24.70260 8°83808 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 *03265
37 25.19347 8.E3808 O*OOOOO 0.00000 0.00000 .01709
_8 25.60427 8.83808 0.00000 0.00000 O°CO000 .003|5
_9 26.01506 0.83808 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -.0137g
40 26.42506 0°83008 0.00000 0.00000 0*00000 -.02918
41 26.83665 d.83008 0°00000 0°00000 O.CO000 -*03946
62 27.24145 0.03006 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -.04623
43 27.65824 8.83808 0°00000 O.O000O O.GO000 -.06T04
44 28.06904 8.83808 O.@OOO0 0.00000 0.00000 -.04710
45 26.45281 10.97384 0.00000 0.00000 O.CO000 .17879
66 26.12122 10.g7384 O°CO000 O°OOO00 0.00000 .05696
61 26.90963 10.57384 O.O0000 0.00000 0.00000 .03265
48 27.2580_ 10.$7304 0.00000 0.00000 0.©0000 *01109
49 2?.526_. 10.9?384 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 .00315
50 27.79407 10.97384 0.00000 0*00000 O.Q0000 -*013?9
_1 20.06328 |0.g7386 O. CO000 0.00000 O-CO000 -°02918
52 20.33169 10.97384 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -.03946
53 28.60010 10. g7384 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -.04623
54 28.06851 10._T384 O. OOOOO 0.00000 O.CO000 -.04704
55 29.136_2 10,g7384 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -°067|0
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_|Nb PANEL AREAS AND CHORDS
PANEL AREA CHORO
1 l.lOL60 .8¢618

















































BODY PANEL CO_NER POIN[ COOROINATES
I AND 3 INDICATE BODY PANEL LEADING-EDGE POINTSI
PANEL X Y 2 X Y
I 1 I 2 2
2 AND 6 INDICATE
Z X
2 3
1 O. OOOO0 0.00000 O.OOOO0 1.50000 .COOOO -.60622 O.OOO00
2 0.00000 OoO0000 0.00000 [.50000 .287Z4 -.28726 O.OO00D
3 0.00000 O. OOO00 O.OOOO0 I.BOODO .60622 .OOO00 O.O000O
6 O.O0000 O.OOO00 O.O000O 1.50000 .20724 ._8724 O.OOOO0
5 1.50000 .COOOO -.40622 6.50000 .OOOOO -1. 04667 1.S0000
6 1.50000 .20724 -.20726 6.50000 .73883 -.73883 1.5C000
7 1.5000O .40622 .00000 6.50000 1.04_1 .00000 1.50000
B 1.50000 .20724 .28726 4.50000 .73805 .73883 L.50000
9 6.50000 .OOO00 -1.04601 1.50000 .DO000 -1.45130 6.50000
IO 6.50000 ./3803 -.73803 7.50000 1.03061 -1.03067 4.50000
11 6.50000 1.04687 .OOOO0 7.50000 1.45130 .00000 4.50000
12 6.50000 .738_3 .73083 7.00000 1.03061 1.03047 4.S0000
13 7,50000 .OOOOO -L.65730 [O.SO000 .OOO00 -1.65030 7.50000
16 7.50000 1.03047 -1.03067 10.50000 1o16696 -1.16696 7.50000
15 7.50000 1.65730 .00000 10.50000 1o65030 ÙODD00 7.50000
[b 7.50000 1.03067 L.03067 10.50000 [.16696 1.16696 7.50000
17 10.50000 .OOOOO -1.65030 11,66700 .00000 -i.bOb lO [0. 50000
18 10.50000 1.16696 -1.16696 11.b6700 1.17854 -1.17856 10.50000
[9 10.50000 1.65030 .O00OO 11.66700 [.66670 .OOOO0 [0.50000
20 IO. 50ODO 1.16696 /.16696 [[.66700 |.[7856 1.17054 10.50000
21 11.66700 .O00OO -1.66670 15.59680 .00000 -1.66670 11.66100
22 /1.66700 1.17854 -1.17856 15.59600 1.17856 -1.17856 11.66700
23 11.6&700 l.b6670 .00000 15.59_B0 1.66670 .O00OO 11.66700
26 11.66700 I.LIBB& 1o17054 15.59400 1.12856 1o17056 [1.66700
25 15.55680 .G0000 -1.66670 17.37260 .OOOO0 -1.66670 15.59680
26 15.596_0 L.LIBS6 -1.178S4 17.37260 1.17856 -1.17856 15.59680
27 15.59460 [.66670 .00000 _7._7260 l.bb&70 .00000 15.59680
20 15.59680 1.17056 1.17856 17.37260 [.17854 1.178§4 15.59480
29 17,37260 .OOOOD -1.66670 19.15030 ,OODO0 -1.66670 17.37260
30 L7.37260 1°17056 -1.17_54 19.15030 1.17856 -1.17856 [7.37260
Jl 17.37260 1.66670 .00000 IS.15030 1.66670 ,OOOO0 |7.37260
32 [7.3?260 1.17856 1.17854 19.150J0 [*_785& 1.17054 17*37260
33 19.150J0 .00000 -1.66670 _O.9_BO0 .COOOO -1.66670 19.15030
34 19.15030 1.1/856 -1.17854 20.92800 1.17856 -1.17856 19.15030
_5 19.15030 1.66670 .O000O 20.92000 1.66670 .O00OO 19.15030
36 19.15030 i.17856 1.17_56 20.72_00 1.17656 1,17BB6 19.1_030
3? 20.92800 .00000 -1*66670 22. TOBdO *COOOO -1.66670 20.92800
3_ 20,92U00 1.178_6 -1.17856 22.70500 1.17856 -1.17856 20.92800
39 20.92_00 1.66670 .O000O 2_.70580 1.66670 .OOOOO 20.92800
60 20.92_00 l.l?d54 1.17854 22.70580 1.17856 1.17856 20,92800
61 22.70580 .G0000 -1.666|0 26.6_350 .00000 -1.66670 22.70580
62 22.70580 1.1/856 -1.17856 _4.48350 L.17856 -1.17_56 22.70580
63 22.70500 2.66670 .O000O _4.68350 1.66670 ,O00OO 22.70580
66 22.70580 L.L7856 L.[78_6 24.68550 1. L?B54 1.17856 22. T0500
65 24.4U350 .COOO0 -[,66670 26.28000 .COOOO -1.66670 26.68350
46 24.4U350 1.17856 -1.17854 26.28000 1.17854 -L.17056 26.68350
67 24.4_350 1.66670 .00000 26.28000 1.66670 .OOOOO 24.48350
68 24*4_350 1.17854 1.17856 26.20000 1.17856 1.17BS_ 24.48350
69 26,_B000 .O000O -1.66670 2_.40000 .DO000 -1.66610 2b.2BOOO
50 26.28000 1.17856 -1.17854 2g.40000 1.17856 -1.17054 26.28000
51 26.20000 1.66670 .00000 29.60000 1.66670 .00000 26.28000
52 26.2U000 1.17866 1.17d56 29.60000 1.17_54 1.17_56 26*20000
53 29.4DOOO .00000 -1.66670 33.00000 ._OOOO -1.66670 29.40000
56 29.4D000 1.17856 -1.17854 33.00000 1.17856 -1.17854 29.60000
55 29.60000 L.bb6?O .00000 33,00000 1.66670 .OOOO0 29.60000
56 29._0000 1.17854 1.17854 33.00000 1.17806 1.17054 29.60000
57 33.00000 .O000O -1.66670 36.50000 .BOO00 -1.66670 33.00000
58 33.00000 L.17854 -l.17856 36.50000 1.17854 -[.17856 33.00000
59 33.00000 1.66670 .00000 )_.$OOOO 1.k6670 .00000 33.00000
60 3_.00000 1.17856 1.17856 36.5000D 1.17856 1.17054 3].OGOOO
TRAILING-EDGE POINTS
Y Z X y Z
3 3 _ 6 4
0.00000 O.OOOOO 1.50000 °28726 -.28724
C.OOO00 0°00000 1.$0000 .40622 .00000
O.O00OO 0.00000 1.50000 .28724 .28724
O. O00DO 0.00000 1.50000 -.O00OD ,60622
.28724 -.28724 4._0000 .73883 -.73BB3
.60622 .OOO00 4.SO00D 1.06687 .00000
.28724 .28726 6.50000 .73883 .73883
-._0000 .60_22 4.50000 -.00000 1.06687
.738_3 -.73883 7.50000 1.03047 -1.03067
1.04687 .00000 7.50000 1.&_730 .00000
.73B_3 *73883 7°SO00O [*03047 1.03067
-.OOOO0 1.04687 7.50000 -.OOOOO 1.65730
1°03047 -1.03067 [0*50000 [*16694 -[.16694
1.65730 .00000 10.50000 1o65030 .DOD00
1.03067 1*03067 10.50000 1o|6694 1.16696
-.00000 L.45730 10.50000 -.00000 1.65030
[.16696 -[.16696 11.66700 [.17856 -1.17856
1.65030 .00000 11.66700 1*b6670 *00000
L.16694 1*16696 11.66700 L.17856 1.1785A
-.00000 |.65030 1[.66700 -.00000 1.66670
1.17856 -1.17856 15o09680 1.17856 -1.17854
1.66670 .00000 15.59680 1.66670 .00000
1.17854 1.17856 15.59400 1.17856 1.17854
-,00000 1*66670 15.59680 --.00000 l.bbBTD
[°17856 -1.17856 17o37260 1.17856 --1.17854
1.66670 .00000 17.37260 1.66670 .00000
1.[7856 1.17856 [7.37_b0 1.17856 [.17654
-*OODO0 1.66670 [7.37260 -*00000 1.6667D
1.17854 -[.17856 lg. 150_O 1.17854 -1.17_54
1.66670 .00000 19.15030 1.66670 .00000
[.[7856 1.17854 Lg. LS030 1.[7856 1.17854
-.00000 1.66670 19.15030 -.00000 1,66670
L.17854 -L. L7854 20.92800 L.L7856 -L.L7854
1.66670 .00000 20.92800 1.66670 .00000
1.17804 [.17854 20.g2800 1.17856 1.17856
-o00000 1.66620 2©.92000 -.O000D 1.66b70
1.17856 -L.K7856 22.70580 1.17854 -L.17054
l.bbbTD .00000 22.70580 1.66670 .00000
[.17856 1.17856 22.70580 1.17856 1.17854
-.00000 1.66670 22,70580 -,00000 1.6667D
L.17854 -1.17856 26.48350 1.17856 -I.17656
1.66670 .00000 24.4a350 1.66670 .00000
L.17854 1.17856 26.48350 L.17856 1.17854
--.00000 1o66670 24.68)50 -o00000 1_66670
1.17B54 -1.17856 26.28000 [.17854 -|.17054
|.66670 .00000 26.28000 L.66670 .00000
[.[7856 1.17854 26.28000 [.17854 1.17854
-.00000 L.66670 26.28000 -.O00DO 1.66670
1ol7854 -1.17054 25.40000 1.17854 -1.17854
l.bbb70 .O000D 29.60000 [.Ob6TO .ODOOD
1.11854 1.17854 29.60000 1.17854 1.17854
-.00000 lobbbTO 29.40000 -.00000 1.66670
1.17856 -1.17856 33.00000 1.17856 -1.17054
1.6667D ,00000 33.00000 1.06670 .00000
L.17854 L.L7854 33.00000 L.L7854 L.L/B$4
-.00000 1.66670 33.00000 -.00000 1.66670
1.17B54 -1. L7854 36.50000 L.17854 -1.1/854
[.66670 .OOQO0 36.50000 L.66670 .00000
1.17056 L.17854 36.50000 1.17856 1.17854
-.00000 1,66670 36.50000 -.00D00 1.6667D
293
b00Y PANEL CGNTROL POINT CQORDINA[ES
POINT X Y Z
GP CP GP
[ L. OO000 .09575 -.23116
2 L.O0000 .23116 -.09515
3 l.O0000 .23LL6 .09§75
4 l. O0000 .09_75 ,2311b
3.22006 .21)08 -.65928
b _.2200b .65928 -.27308
7 3.2200b .65928 .27J08
8 _.22006 o27J08 .65928
9 b,OU242 .44633 -1.01754
LO b.082_2 1.G1754 -.44633
IL 6.08242 1.07754 .44633
12 6.08242 .64633 L.@7754
13 _°03L05 .5500& -1.32796
L4 9.03105 1.32196 -.55006
15 9.03105 1.32796 .55006
lb 9.03105 .55006 1.327_6
17 11°08446 °58637 -L°4LS_3
18 11.08446 1.41563 -.58637
19 11.08446 L.61563 .58637
20 LL.Oa44b .586_7 1.41563
21 13.63090 .58927 -[.42262
22 L3.b3090 1.42262 -.58927
23 13.b3090 1.42262 .58921
24 13.63090 .58921 1.42262
_5 16.48370 .58927 -1.42262
26 L6.68370 L.42262 -°58927
27 16.68370 1.42262 .58927
28 1b.48370 .5U927 1.42262
29 18,26145 .58927 -1.62262
30 18.26145 1.A2262 -.58921
31 18.26165 1.42262 .58921
32 L_.Z6165 .58927 1.42262
33 20.03915 .58927 -1.42262
34 20.03915 1°_2262 -.58927
35 20.03915 1.42262 .58927
35 20.03915 .58927 1.62262
37 21.81690 .58927 -1.62262
38 2L.81690 L.42262 -.58927
39 21o81690 1,62262 °5892?
40 21.81690 .58927 |°62262
61 23°59465 .58927 -1.42262
42 23.5S465 1.42262 -o56927
63 23.59665 |,42262 .58927
44 23.59605 .58927 1o62262
45 25.38175 .58S27 -1o42262
46 25.38175 1.42262 -.58927
67 25.38175 1.42262 .58927
48 25.38175 .58927 1o62262
49 27.84000 .58927 -1.422_2
50 27.86000 1.42262 -°58927
51 27.84000 1.42262 .58927
52 27.84000 .58927 1.62262
53 31.20000 .58927 -1.42262
56 3L. 20000 1.42262 -°58927
55 31.20000 1.42262 °58927
56 31.2C000 .58927 1.42262
57 34.75000 ,58927 -1.42262
58 34.75000 1.42262 -.58927
_9 34.75000 1.62262 .58927
60 J6°75000 .58927 1.622_2
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6OOY PANEL AREAS AND INCLINATION ANGLES
PANEL A_EA UELIA rHEIA
1 .2k037 .2_517 -2,74_9
2 °_4037 .2_517 -1,$6350
3 .240_7 .2#517 -I.17UIO
4 .2_037 .24517 -.39270
5 1.6976_ .19420 -2,7_889
6 Io697d4 .19420 -1._6350
7 L.69784 .L94Z0 -L.17810
8 1.6_7_4 .L9_20 -.3_210
9 2.895/0 .12634 -2._4889
[0 2.89570 .1263_ -L.96350
11 2.8_570 .12634 -1.|1810
L2 2.89570 .12634 -.392;0
13 3.5?398 .05937 -Z.14089
14 3.57398 .05_37 -1.96350
15 3.57398 .G5937 -1.17810
16 3.57398 .05?37 -.39270
17 1.48141 .01298 -Z.74889
L8 1.481_1 .01298 -1.96350
I9 l. 4dL4? .G1298 -L.L?TIO
20 1.48147 .01298 -.39270
21 5.010_5 O.OOOOO -2.74889
Z2 5.01045 O. CO000 -1.96350
23 5.01045 O.O0000 -1.I78L0
24 5.01045 O,CO000 -.39270
25 2.Z6183 O.O0000 -2.74889
26 2.26183 0.00000 -1.96350
21 2.26183 0*CO000 -1.17810
28 2.267d3 O,CO00O -.39210
29 2°26770 0.00000 -2.74689
30 2.26770 0.00000 -1.96350
31 2.26770 0.00000 -1.17810
32 2.26770 0.00000 -.392T0
33 Z.2b?70 0o00000 -2.74689
34 2.26770 0.00000 -L.96350
35 2.26770 0,00000 -I.178L0
36 2.26770 0.00000 -.39210
37 2.2676_ O.COO00 -2.14889
38 2.26783 O.O0000 -1.96350
39 2°26783 O*CO000 -1.17810
40 2*26183 O.CCOOO -.39270
41 2.26770 0.00000 -2.74889
42 2.26770 0.00000 -1.96350
43 2.26770 O.CO000 -1.17810
_4 2.26170 O.O00OQ -.39270
45 2.29166 O.O0000 -2.74889
46 2°29168 O*CCOOO -I.96350
4? 2.29168 0.00000 -L.178|0
48 2.29168 O.O000B -°3?2?0
49 3,97999 O.COOOO -2.74889
50 3.97999 O.O0000 -_._6350
51 3.97999 O*OOO00 -1*17810
52 3.97999 0.00000 --.39210
53 4.59229 O. COOO0 -2.74889
54 4.59229 O,C©O00 -1.96350
55 4.59229 O.O0000 -1.17810
56 4.5_229 O.CO00O -.39270
5? 4.46473 0.00000 -2.14889
58 4.464 _ 0.00000 -1.96350
59 4.46473 0.00000 -1o17810
bO 4.46413 0.00000 -.39270
PARTITION - 1 TIME - 86.64100
INFLUENCE OF BODY ON BODY
PARTITION = 2 TIME - 116o86700
INFLUENCE OF kING ON BODY
PARTITION • 3 TIME - 146*28100
INFLUENCE OF BODY ON kING
PARTLrION - 4 TIM4E - 173.92100





VELOCITIES ON 800Yj MAGH=2.010 ALPHAa 0.000
PANEL SOURCE AXIAL LATERAL VEATECAL NORMAL
NO. STRENGTH VELOCITY VELOC|TY VELOGITV VELOCLTY
L .19642 -.09678 .08648 -,20879 °25020
2 °19662 -.09678 .20879 -.08b_8 .25020
3 .19642 -.09678 .208r9 .0864B .25020
4 .19642 -°09678 °08648 .20879 .25020
5 .1726L -.07016 °06998 -.16896 .19668
6 .17261 -*0701b °16896 -.06998 .19668
7 °17261 -.070Lb .16896 ,06998 .19668
8 .17261 -*02016 .06_98 ,16896 .19668
g o|1296 -.03539 *04689 -.113L9 .|2701
10 .11296 -.03539 .113L9 -.04689 °12701
|l °11296 -.03539 .11319 .04689 °12701
12 .11296 -.03539 .04689 o11319 .X2701
13 .05198 -*O01U| ,02270 -.05481 .05944
14 .05198 -.00181 .05481 -.02270 °05944
15 .05198 -.00181 .05481 .02270 .05944
16 .05198 -.00|8| .02270 .05481 .05944
|7 -.02286 °02050 o00501 -°01224 °01298
18 -,02286 .02050 .01224 -.00507 .01298
19 -.02286 .02050 .0L22_ .00507 .01298
20 -.02286 .02050 .00507 °01226 .01298
21 -.00277 .01807 .00000 .00000 -.00000
22 -.00277 ,OI80Z .00000 .00000 -.00000
23 -.00211 .01807 -.00000 .00000 -.00000
24 -.00277 .01807 -.00000 °00000 -.00000
25 .02891 .00714 .00000 .00000 -.00000
26 .028_l .00714 -.00000 -,00000 .00000
27 .02891 °00714 ,00000 -.00000 -.00000
28 .028_1 .0071_ -,00000 .00000 -.00000
29 -.0020_ .00751 -.00000 -.00000 -.00000
30 .02371 -.00E14 -.00807 -.01949 --.00000
31 .02371 -.00816 -.00807 .0|949 -.00000
32 -.00208 .@07St • 00000 -°00000 *00000
33 -.02323 .00037 -.01946 -.00806 .00000
34 .01089 .00055 -.00635 -.0t53_ -.00000
35 .01089 .00055 -,00635 .0153_ -.00000
36 -°02323 ,O003T -.0196b ,00806 .00000
37 -.040L4 -.0010| -.OtOOX -.00615 .00000
38 -.01999 .0163_ °00025 .00060 .00000
39 -°01999 .01436 .00025 -.00060 .00000
60 -.040|6 -.0010[ -.OXO01 .00415 .00000
41 .00854 -.00006 .00244 .00101 -.00000
42 -.00627 .01918 .0071| .01716 .00000
43 -°0062? ,01918 .OOTLA -.0|716 ,00000
44 .00854 -.00006 .002_4 -.00101 .00000
45 .03622 .00587 .0|490 .00617 -.00000
6b -.01326 .01811 .01223 ,02952 .00000
47 -.01324 .0|811 .01223 -.02952 .00000
6B .03622 .00587 .0L490 -.00617 -.00000
69 .01696 .OtiS0 .02036 .00663 -.00000
50 -.06066 .00T77 .00965 .02329 .00000
51 -.06066 .00777 .00965 -.02329 .00000
22 .01696 .01650 .02036 -,00863 -.00000
53 .03094 .01317 .02397 .00993 .00000
_4 -.05393 .01161 .01118 .02698 .00000
55 -.05393 .01141 °01|18 -.02698 .00000
56 .03096 .01317 .02397 -.00993 .00000
_7 .01268 .008_2 .02076 .00859 .00000
58 -.0780L .@092§ .01240 .02993 .00000
59 -.0780L .@0925 .01260 -.02993 .00000
60 .01268 ,00862 .02074 -,00859 .00000
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OGIVECYL|NDER 8QOY WITH 45 DEGREE SHEEP NACA 65A004 MID.-NING
SINGULARITY PANELXNG FOA SAMPLE CASE




POINT X V Z X/G
1 1.00000 .09515 -.23116 .02740
2 1,00000 .231|6 -,09515 .02740
3 1.00000 .23116 .09579 .02140
4 1.00000 .09575 .23|16 .02740
$ 3•22006 .27308 -.65928 .08822
6 3.22006 .65928 -.27308 .08822
T 3•22006 .65928 02T308 .08822
8 3.22006 .2T308 .65928 .08822
9 6.08242 .44633 -1.07754 .16664
10 6.08242 1.07754 -.44633 .[b664
11 6,08242 1,07154 .44633 °16664
[2 6.08242 .44633 1.01754 .16664
13 9.03105 .55006 -1.32T76 .24743
14 9.03105 1.32796 -.55006 .24743
|5 9.03105 1.32796 .55006 .24743
16 9.03105 .5500B 1.32796 .24743
IT 11.00446 .5863T -1.61563 °30368
[B 11.08446 1.41563 -.58637 .30368
19 11.08446 1.41563 °§8637 .30368
20 11,08446 .5E637 [.41563 .30368
21 13.63090 .58927 -1.42262 .37345
22 13•63090 1.42262 -.58927 .37345
23 [3.63090 1.42262 •58921 .31345
2_ 13.63090 °58921 k.42262 .37345
25 16.4B370 .58927 -1.42262 .4516L
26 16.48370 1,42262 -.58927 .45161
27 16.483T0 1.42262 .58927 ._5161
28 Lb.48370 °58921 1.42262 •4516[
29 18.2614§ .5892T -1.42262 .5003[
30 18o26165 1.42262 -.58927 .50031
31 18.26145 [.42262 .58921 .50031
3Z 18.26165 .58921 1.42262 .50031
33 20.03915 .58927 -1.42262 .54902
34 20.03915 1.42262 -.5892T .54902
35 20.03915 1.42262 .58921 .54902
36 20.03915 .58921 1.42262 ,54902
37 21•81690 •58927 -1.42262 .59772
38 2[.81690 [.42262 -.5&921 .59772
39 21.81690 1.42262 .58927 .59772
40 21.81690 .58921 1,42262 .59772
41 23,59465 .50927 -1.42262 .64643
42 23.59465 1.62262 -.58927 .64643
43 23.59465 1.42262 .58927 .64643
44 23.59465 .58927 1•42262 .64643
45 _5.38L_5 .58921 -1o42262 .69539
_6 25.3B[15 1•62262 -.58921 .69539
47 25.38115 [,42262 .58921 .69539
48 25.38175 .58927 L.42262 .69539
49 27.84000 .58921 -1.42262 .76274
50 27.86000 1.42262 -.58927 .76274
5L 27.64000 1.42262 .58927 .76274
52 27.B4000 .58921 [.42262 .16214
53 3L,20000 ,58921 -1.42262 .85479
54 31.20000 1.42262 -.58927 .85479
55 31.20000 L.42262 .58927 .85419
50 31.20000 .58921 L.42262 .85419
51 34.15000 .58921 -1.42262 .95205
58 34.15000 1.42262 -.58921 .95205
59 34.75000 1.42262 .58927 .95205


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































VELOCITIESONkiNG UPPER SURFACEr NACH-Z.OIO ALPHA- 0-000
PANEL VORTEX AXIAL LATERAL VERTICAL
NO. STRENGTH VELOC|TV VELOCIT¥ VELOCIT¥
2 -.00000 -.|2lgI .L4872 .L787g
2 -.00000 .0_325 -.0630g .0569b
J .00000 .00695 -.03468 .0J265
4 ,00000 ,00518 -.02358 .01709
5 .00000 .00868 -.01740 .003L5
6 -.00000 .01821 -.02061 -.01379
! -.00000 .02206 -.015Z2 -.02918
8 .00000 .02414 -.009L7 -.0394b
g .00000 .02B64 -.01025 -,0_623
10 .00000 .02502 -.00434 -.04104
11 -.00000 .02247 .00144 -.04710
12 .00000 -.I2687 .LSL/8 .L7879
13 -*00000 -*03264 *040&0 .05696
14 -.00000 -.00618 .00164 .03265
15 -.00000 .02367 -.05002 .01709
l_ -.00000 .01651 -.03580 .00315
IT .00000 .02284 -.04163 -.01319
18 .00000 .02992 -.0422b -.02918
19 -.00000 .03571 -.04406 -,0394b
20 -.00000 .03733 -*04154 -.04623
21 -.00000 .03439 -.03595 -.04704
22 -.00000 *03269 -.03250 -.O_TlO
23 -.00000 -.12591 .L4680 .L7879
Z4 -.00000 -.03502 .0420b .05696
25 *00000 -.01856 *02123 .03265
2& -°00000 -*00g_ .00966 .01709
27 -.00000 .00056 -*00363 .00315
28 -*00000 .02291 -.03610 -.01379
29 -*00000 *04714 -*07500 -*02918
30 -*00000 .04369 -.06282 -.03966
31 -.00000 .04270 -*053S3 -*04623
32 -.00000 .04277 -.05200 -.04704
33 -,00000 .04111 -.0485b -°04710
34 -.00000 -.1_906 .|5068 .17879
35 .00000 -._3764 *04531 .0569b
36 -*00000 -.01850 o0L967 *03265
37 -.00000 -.00791 .00540 .01709
38 -.00000 -.00023 -.00397 .00315
39 -.00000 .01061 -.01688 -*01379
40 *00000 .01gig -.0_695 -*0291B
41 -.00000 .02434 -.0333| -.0394b
42 -.00000 .0281_ -.03980 -.04623
43 -,00000 .02B09 --.04334 -.04104
44 .00000 .03065 -.04243 -.04710
45 -.00000 -.14159 .17134 .17879
46 -.00000 -.04752 .06159 .05b?b
67 .00000 -.0|94b .02050 .05265
48 .00000 -.01057 *00896 .01709
69 -.00000 -.00287 -*00036 .00315
50 .00000 .00763 -.01249 -.01379
51 .00000 .01648 -.02250 -*02918
52 -*00000 °02364 -.03263 -.03946
_3 -.00000 .02826 -, 04052 -.04_b23
54 -.00000 ,02754 -.04298 -.04704
55 -.00000 .02755 -°04707 -.06710
298
UGIVEEVLIhUER dODY WITH 45 DEGREE SWEEP NACA 65A004 MID-WING
SINGULARITY PAhELING FOR SAMPLE CASE
INTEGRATION DE THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION






















































X Y Z XIC 2Y/_ ZIC CP CN CT CM POINT
16,16499 2._0734 0.00000 ,05000 .19228 O.O0000 o07831 -.0862T .01017 -.34921 1
1?.61|11 _.30734 O*OOOOO .15000 .19228 O.O0000 -.03365 .03707 -.00166 .1|B69 2
18,45734 2.30134 O.OOOOO ,25000 .19228 O.OOO00 -.013§3 .01490 -.00037 .03511 3
19.30352 2.3013_ O.OOOO0 .35000 .19228 ODD0000 -,01427 .0L572 -.OOOLb .02313 4
20,14910 2,30734 O.OOO00 .45000 .19228 O.O0000 -.02670 ,029_1 .00016 .01951 5
20.99587 2.30734 O.OOOO0 .55000 .19228 O.OOO00 -°039_0 .043_4 .00094 -.00802 6
21,84205 2.30734 O.OOOOO ,65000 .19228 O.COO00 -.04580 .05046 .OOL?3 -.05192 ?
22.68823 2._0734 O.OOOOO .75000 .1922_ O.OOOO0 -.05231 .05769 .00241 -.10819 8
2_.53441 2._073_ O.OOO00 .BSOO0 .1922d O.OOOO0 -.0§418 .05969 .002T8 -.1624$ 9
2_.38058 2.3073_ O.COOOO .95000 .1922d Oo OOOO0 -.04851 .05343 .002_2 -.19063 10
18.82577 _.12560 O.OOOOO ,05000 .34_B1 O.OOOO0 .1409| -.24418 .02878 -.48523 II
19.55072 4.1256B O.OOO00 .15000 .3_3B| O.OOOO0 .03717 -.06441 .00287 -.08131 12
20.27508 4.12568 O.OOO00 .25000 .34381 O.OOO00 -.01839 .03187 -.00079 .01112 |3
21.00063 _.1256d O.OOOO0 .35000 .3_3d1 O.OOO00 -.0407T .07065 -.OOO?l -.01326 14
21,12559 4°12568 O.OOOOO .45000 .3_3BZ O.O0000 -°03961 .06864 .00037 -.06264 15
22.45054 4.12568 O. OOOOO .55000 .34381 0.00000 -.0_263 .O@llg .00196 -.14933 |b
23.17_50 4.12560 0.00000 .65000 .34381 O.OOOO0 -.06_97 .|1258 .00386 -.26596 11
23.90045 4.12568 O.OOO00 .75000 .343dl O,OOOO0 -.01210 .12494 .00535 -.38575 18
2_.62541 4.12568 0.00000 .85000 ,34381 O. OOO00 -.07073 .12292 .00573 -.46661 19
25.35036 4.12568 0.00000 .95000 ,34381 O.O0000 -.06657 .11§34 .00543 -.52336 20
21.51108 0,_501 O.OOO00 .OSO00 ,§4126 O.O0000 .14331 -°19052 .02246 ,13300 21
22.018G_ 6.49507 O.OOOO0 .1_000 .541_6 O,OOO00 .0§227 -.06950 .00311 ,08792 22
22.64507 6.49507 O.O0000 .25000 .54126 0.00000 .0275_ -°03662 .00091 .0670R 23
23.21207 6.4_501 O.O0000 ,35000 ,$4126 0°00000 =00870 -°01157 .00012 .02776 24
23.77906 6.49501 O.OOOO0 .45000 .54126 O.O00OO -.02337 .03107 .00017 -.09215 25
24.34606 6._50? O,O0000 .55000 .54126 O.O00OO -.06915 .09194 °00190 -.32482 26
2_._1305 6.47507 O.O000O ._5000 .5_126 O.O00OO -.08921 .11860 .DO,O? -._862_ 27
25._8005 6.49507 0,00000 .75000 ,§4126 ODD0000 -.08484 .|12T9 .00_83 -._263B 28
26.0'_.10_ 6.49501 O.O00OO .85000 .54126 O.O00OO -.08398 .11|6¢ °00521 -.58435 29
26.61404 6°4950? O.OOOOO ,95000 .56126 O,OOO00 -.08242 .10958 .00516 -.63568 30
24.1664_ 8.83BOB O.OOO00 .05000 .7_651 O.O0000 .1_910 -.14335 .01690 .48071 31
24.51728 0.83_08 0.00000 .15000 °?$_51 O.O0000 .05497 -.05285 .00237 .1fl893 32
24.9880_ 8.U3808 O.O000O .25000 .73651 O.O00OO .0260B -.02507 °00062 .1046_ 33
2§.39B87 8.8380B O.O00OO .35000 .?3_51 O.OOO00 .00806 -.OOTT5 .00008 .0355_ 34
25°80967 B=U3008 O.OOOO0 .45000 .73651 0°00000 -.0104_ .0100_ .00005 -,D5018 35
26,220_ 8.d3dO8 O.O0000 ._5000 .736_1 O.O00OO -,03020 .02904 .00062 -.15701 36
26.63126 8.83808 O.O0000 .65000 .i3651 O.O00OO -.044l? .042_? .00146 -°24711 37
27.0_205 8.83808 O.OOOOO .75000 .73651 O.OOOO0 -°05322 .05111 .00219 -°31873 38
27.45285 U.83dO8 O.O0000 .85000 .13_1 O.O0000 -.0_128 .05507 .00251 -.36568 39
27.86366 8.83808 O.OOGO0 .95000 .73651 O.OOOO0 -.0§967 .05737 .00270 -.60449 40
26.58702 10.97384 0.00000 .05000 .914_9 O.O0000 °16990 -.OBSO0 .01002 .49082 41
20.8§5_3 10._7384 0.00000 .15000 .91_49 O.OOOO0 .0_§94 -.03299 °00148 .19_36 42
27,12384 10.97384 O.OOO00 .25000 ._14_9 0.00000 .02978 -.01470 .00037 .09402 43
27._9225 10._7384 0.00000 ,35000 .914_9 0.00000 .013_2 -.00612 .00007 .0_419 44
27.66066 10o97384 O.OOOO0 .45000 ._144_ O.O0000 -°00483 .OOZ4Z .0000| -.01656 45
27,92907 10.97384 O.OO000 .55000 .91447 O.OOOO0 -.02441 .01221 .00026 -.08692 46
28.19748 10.91384 O.O0000 .65000 °91449 O.O00OO -.04061 .02035 .00070 -.1S026 47
2B._6589 10.97384 0.00000 .TSO00 .q1449 O.OOOO0 -°05268 .02636 ,00113 -.20172 48
28.73430 10.S7384 O.O0000 .85000 ,$1449 0°00000 -°0§689 .02841 .00133 -.22549 49
29.00211 10,97384 0.00000 .95000 .9|449 O.O0000 -.0§653 .02828 .00133 -.23|64 50
299
VELOGIT|ES ON _ING LOWER SURFACE* MAGH_2*OEO ALPHAe 0.000
PANEL VORTEX AX[AL LATERAL VERI|CAL
NO. STRENGTH VELOCIIV VELOCITY VELOCITY
1 -.00000 -.|2191 .14872 -.17879
2 -.00000 *02325 -*0630g -.OSb9b
J *00000 .C0695 -.03468 -.03265
4 .00000 .00518 -.02358 -.01709
5 .00000 .0086a -.01760 -.00315
6 -*00000 .01821 -.02061 .01379
T -.00000 .02206 -.01522 .02918
8 .00000 .02414 -.00917 .0394b
9 .00000 .02864 -.01025 .04623
10 .00000 .02582 -.00434 .04104
I| -.00000 .02247 .00144 .047L0
12 .00000 -.12687 .1517B -.L7679
13 -.00000 -.03264 .04060 -.05696
|4 -.00000 -.00618 .00164 -.03265
15 -.00000 .02367 --.05002 -.01709
16 -.00000 .01657 -.03580 -.00315
17 .00000 .02284 -.04163 .01319
IB .00000 .02992 -.04226 .02918
lg -*00000 *03571 --*04406 .0394b
20 -*00000 *03733 -.04194 .04623
21 -.00000 .03439 -.035_5 .04704
22 -.00000 .03269 -.03250 *04110
23 -,CO000 -.12591 .14680 -.11819
24 -.00000 -.03_K)2 .04206 -.0569b
25 .00000 -.0|856 .02|23 -.032bS
26 -.00000 -.00934 .00966 -.01709
27 -.GO000 .00056 -.00363 -.00315
28 --.00000 .02291 -.03670 .013T9
29 -.00000 *06714 -.01500 .02918
_0 -.00000 .06349 -.06282 .03946
3L -.00000 .04210 -.05353 .06623
32 -.00000 .06277 -.05200 .04706
33 -.00000 .0411| -.04856 .047L0
34 -.00000 -.12906 .15068 -.17879
35 *00000 -*03764 .0453| -.05696
36 -.00000 -.01850 .01967 -.03265
37 • -.00000 -*00771 .00540 -.01709
3d -.00000 -.00023 -.00397 -.00315
39 -.00000 .01061 -.0|688 .01379
60 .00000 .01939 -.02695 .02918
41 -.00000 .02434 -°0333| .03966
42 -.00000 .028|5 -.03910 .06623
43 -.00000 .02809 -.04334 *06704
64 .00000 .@3065 -.04243 .04110
45 -.00000 -o|4&59 o17154 -.17879
46 -.00000 -.04152 .06159 -.05696
47 .00000 -.01546 .02050 -.03265
48 .00000 -.0J051 .00896 -.0A709
49 -.00000 -.00287 -.00036 -.00315
50 .00000 .00763 -.01249 .01379
51 ,00000 .0166& -. 02250 .02918
52 -.00000 .02364 -.03263 .03946
53 -.00000 .02826 -.04052 .046Z3
54 -.00000 .02756 -.0429B .04704
55 -.00000 .02755 -.04707 .047|0
300
ObXVECYL|KDER8CD¥dITH 45 DEGREE S_EEP NACA 65A004 HI D-M|NG
SINGULARITY PANELING FOR SAMPLE CASE
INTEGRATION OF THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

















































X Y Z X/C 2Y/B ZIC CP CN CT C_ POINT
lb. Tb4_9 2°30734 0.00000 .05000 .19228 0.00000 .07831 .08627 oOEOIT .36921 1
17.61117 2.30734 O,OOO00 .15000 .L7228 0.00000 -.03365 -.03707 -.O0|bb -.|E869 2
1d,45734 2°30734 0.00000 .25000 .19228 0,00000 -,01353 -.01490 -.00031 -,03511 3
19.30352 2,30?34 0,00000 .35000 ,19228 0,00000 -.01421 -.01512. -.000[6 -,02313
20.14970 2.30736 0,00000 ,45000 ,19228 0,00000 -.02670 -.02941 ,00016 -.01991 5
20o99_87 2.30T36 0o00000 ._000 .1_228 0.00000 -°03980 -.04386 .00094 .00802 6
21,8420_ 2.30234 0,00000 ,65000 .1_228 0.00000 -.04580 -.0504b .00173 .05192 7
2Z.68U23 2.30734 0,00000 .15000 ,19228 0.00000 -.052J7 -.05769 .0026T .10819 8
Z_.SJ_l 2.30134 0.00000 .85000 .19228 0,00000 -.05418 -.05769 °00278 .16243 9
2_.3805U 2.30i34 0,00000 ,gso00 ,19228 0,00000 -.04851 -,053_3 .00252 .1q063 10
1_,d2_77 4. L2568 0.00000 ,05000 .34381 0,00000 .L4091 ,24418 ,02878 °48523 11
X_._5072 4. L2_b_ 0.00000 .15000 .36381 0.00000 .0J111 .0644[ .00289 .08131 12
20.2756_ 4.12568 0,00000 .25000 .3638/ 0.00000 -.01839 -.03187 -.00079 -.01112 13
21,00063 ¢.12568 0,00000 .35000 ,34381 0.00000 -.040T1 -,07065 -,00071 .0|326 14
21.72_59 4.12568 0.00000 .45000 .34381 0,00000 -,03961 -,06864 .00031 ,06264 15
22.45054 _,12568 0.00000 .55000 .34381 0.00000 -.05263 -,09[19 o0019b .|4933 16
23.17550 4,12568 0,00000 ,6§000 ,3_381 0.00000 -,06491 -.112S8 .0038b .26596 17
23.9004_ 4.12§68 0.00000 ._5000 .34381 0.00000 -.01210 -°L2496 .OOS3_ .3857_ [8
24.62_4L 4.12568 0,00000 .8§000 .343_1 0°00000 -°07093 --,_2292 .005_3 ,46_b| 19
25.3503b _.|2568 0,00000 .95000 ,34381 0.00000 -,06651 -,11534 .00543 .$2336 20
21,5110_ b.4gSOT 0,00000 ,05000 ,54126 0o00000 .143Jl ,19052 ,02246 -,13300 Zl
22,078C_ b.4_501 0,00000 .15000 .5412b 0.00000 ,05227 .06950 ,003|1 -.08792 22
22.b_507 6,49507 0.00000 .25000 ,5412b 0,00000 ,02|54 ,03662 .00091 -.06708 23
23.21207 6._9507 0.00000 .35000 .54126 0.00000 .008_0 .01157 .00012 -.0277b 24
2_.7790b 6.¢9507 0°00000 ,45000 .5_126 0.00000 -,02337 -,03107 .00017 ,09215 25
Z4.34b06 6.4_507 0.00000 .55000 .5_1_b 0.00000 -.06915 -.09196 ,00198 .32682 2b
24,91305 6._9501 0,00000 .b_O00 °5412b 0.00000 -.0892L -,ilBbO .0040_ ,_8628 27
25.48005 6.4950_ 0.00000 .75000 ,5412b 0,00000 -.08484 -,&1219 °00483 ,52638 28
26,04704 6,_507 0,00000 ,85000 °54126 0.00000 -.08398 -,11164 ,00521 ,_8435 29
2b°b1404 b,_950_ 0,00000 ,95000 .56126 0,00000 -,08262 -,10758 .OOSlb ,63568 30
24, L6649 8,83808 0,00000 .05000 .73651 0,00000 ,t49_0 ,|6335 ,01690 -.48071 31
24.51_28 8.83808 0,00000 °|§000 ,73651 0.00000 °05657 .05285 ,00237 -.19893 32
24.98_08 8.83808 0,00000 .25000 ._3_L 0,00000 .02608 ,0250_ °O0062 -.10668 33
2_.39881 8,83808 0,00000 °3SO00 ,13_51 0.00000 ,00806 ,00175 ,00008 -,03552 34
25,8096_ d.83808 0,00000 ,4_000 ,73_51 0,00000 -.0|044 -,0100_ ,00005 ,050[8 35
26.2204b 8.83808 0.00000 ,55000 ,73651 0,00000 -,0_020 -,02904 .00062 ,15701 36
26.63126 8.83808 0.00000 ,65000 ,13_51 O,O00OO -,06411 -,0_247 ,00t46 °267|| 37
27,04205 8,83808 0,00000 .75000 ,73651 0,00000 -.05322 -,05117 ,00219 ,31873 38
27°45285 8°83808 0.00000 .85000 ,73_51 0.00000 -°0_]28 -°05501 o002_7 .36568 39
2_.86364 8.83808 0.00000 ,95000 ,_3651 0.00000 -°0596T -,0S737 ,002_0 .40649 40
26.58702 10.91384 0.00000 ,05000 .91449 0,00000 .lb990 °08500 ,0[002 -._9082 41
26,8S54_ 10.9_384 0.00000 .IS000 .gl449 0,00000 ,0_596 .03299 ,00168 -.|9936 42
27.1238_ 10.91384 0.00000 °25000 °9|649 0.00000 ,02978 .01690 ,00037 -.09602 63
27,39225 10._7384 0,00000 °3_000 ,9_469 0°00000 °01362 o00612 °00001 -°0_4[9 44
27,66066 10._7384 0,00000 ,45000 ,91_9 0,00000 -.00683 -,00262 ,00001 ,0165b 45
27,92907 10,97384 0,00000 .55000 ,91449 0,00000 -,02661 -,0122| ,00026 .08692 46
28,19748 10,$7384 0°00000 ,65000 ,914_9 0,00000 -,06061 -°02035 ,00070 .15026 41
28.46589 10,91384 0,00000 .75000 °91449 0.00000 -,05268 --,02636 ,00L|3 .20|72 48
28.73430 10.97386 0,00000 .8_000 °91449 0.00000 -,05689 -,02847 .00133 ,22569 49
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_VELOGIT[ES UN BUD¥e MACH'2.010 ALPHA_ 5.000
PANEL SOURCE AXIAL LATERAL VERTICAL NORNAL
NO. ST&ENOTH VELGGITV VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY
1 ._9821 -.12§9Z ,1274Z -°27006 .3297T
Z °23814 -.10863 °26926 -.ObSb8 .28260
J .15320 -°08418 .16672 .10663 °21590
4 ._9313 -.06689 °04488 .14592 ,16_73
5 °Z9667 -.09585 ,11639 -.ZJObI .27&45
6 .22353 -.08065 .21_98 -.03868 .22928
7 .L2038 -.05_14 .12165 .10076 .16258
u .0_144 -°06393 .02305 .IObOZ .11541
9 .26703 -,05884 .09712 -.17579 ,20705
10 .1TZ38 -.0450Z .16318 -,00891 .15_88
11 .05267 -,02549 .06236 *08651 ,09318
12 -,03198 -*01167 -,00371 °04973 °04601
13 .Z2dT2 -.01_79 .0795b -,11702 °13913
16 °L_507 -,00925 ,11155 ,0Z886 ,09256
15 -.02150 .O05b_ -.00234 ,07609 ,025_b
16 -.12515 .01618 -.03433 -.00781 --.02131
17 .1b0_6 .00840 ,06631 °*07381 ,0936b
18 .05307 .01544 *07365 ,05586 *06629
19 -.09862 ,02540 -,04907 .06596 -,02042
20 -.20589 °03265 -,05621 -,04_42 -,06759
21 .19295 *01318 .06479 -oObO3Z °08052
22 .07831 *01601 .06679 ,06925 ,03335
23 -.08_83 *02000 -,06479 *06925 -*03335
24 -*19848 .02282 --.06679 -,06032 -.08052
25 ,23512 ,00731 *ObS&b -.0599b ,08052
26 ,1£4Zb ,00720 ,06566 °01137 ,03335
27 -.05666 ,00703 -.06566 .OT13T -*03335
28 -,17752 ,OOb_2 -.0656b -*05996 -.08052
29 -.1_b29 ,00058 -,OOZ06 -,0_800 ,0e052
30 -*07b65 -,03b03 .00506 -,O168b .03330
31 ,12388 .01975 -.02128 -.03592 -,03360
32 ,15214 ,01440 .00204 -.08800 -,08052
33 .0074tl -.03365 -.0Z645 -,09813 ,08054
36 .00491 -,03168 -,02400 -,16699 ,03331
35 .01619 ,03255 ,01123 -,11639 -.03360
3& -.05376 ,03614 -,012_0 -°08200 -,080§0
37 ,059_1 -,06515 -.01938 -.09522 ,0805b
30 -.00215 -,00961 -,OObb6 -.10331 .03338
39 -.03768 .0381b .00723 -°10_56 -.03333
40 -,13940 °06306 -,00056 -.08689 -,08049
61 -.10269 -,019bZ .03603 -.07226 ,01053
62 -,09683 -o0111b ,0194b -,06030 .03360
43 .08433 .04962 -°00515 -.07459 -.03330
66 ,11970 ,G1950 -,03113 -,07425 --,08051
45 ,09772 -.03097 ,01107 -,08255 ,08050
_6 -,0354.b -,0355Z -, 01010 -,11170 ,03362
47 .00907 ,07167 .03665 -,1T065 -,03329
48 -°02556 °04271 °OIEbb -,09491 -.08054
49 .060hi -,02359 ,06121 -,07005 ,08069
50 -,ObO08 -,00391 .03051 -,01369 ,03343
_1 -.ObOl7 o01r_'42 -,01112 -,ObOL2 -,03320
52 -.0068T .05255 -.00061 -,08694 -,00055
53 .16166 -.00626 .068&0 -.05815 .08053
54 -.03317 -,00266 ,04641 .02651 ,03349
55 -,07_29 ,02561 -,02383 -,029Z6 -,03321
56 -.09979 ,03250 -,02073 -,07855 -,00051
57 .16721 .00250 ,06929 -,05867 .08053
58 -.01301 ,01136 .0650Z .06939 ,03351
59 -,16261 .00707 -°03996 .00976 -.03319
60 -*14195 .01620 -,02790 -,07559 -,08051
304
OGIVECYLIhDERB00¥_iTH 4S DEGREE SHEEP NACA 65A004 M[O-N|NG
SINGULARITY PANELI_G FOR SAMPLE CASE




POIN[ x Y Z X/C 2Y/8 Z/C CP CN CT CN
1 1.00000 ,0957§ -.23116 .02760 .02875 -.06962 .Z3352 .05031 .01362 .99362
2 1.00000 .23116 -°095?5 .02760 .06942 -.02875 .17365 .01550 .OlOE3 °30604
3 1.00000 .23116 .09515 .02760 .06962 .02875 .11402 -.01017 .00665 -.20096
4 1.00000 .09575 .23116 °02760 .02875 .06962 .08674 -.01869 .00506 -.3690§
5 3.22006 .27300 -.6§928 .08812 108201 -.19798 .|eL16 .27883 .05936 4.86624
6 3.12006 °65928 -.27308 °08822 .1%798 -.08201 .12674 .08080 .06|53 1.61019
7 3.22006 .65928 °27308 .08822 .1977d °08201 .07717 -°06920 .025Z9 -.85865
8 3.22006 .27308 °65928 .08822 .08201 °19798 .05850 -.09004 .01917 -1°5/165
9 6°08242 .64633 -1.07756 .16664 .13403 -.32359 .11548 .30667 .04213 4.46908
10 b.08_41 1.07756 -°46633 .lbbb4 .32359 -°13603 °06657 .07318 .02429 |°06719
11 6.08262 1.07754 °66633 .16666 .32359 .13603 .02698 -.02766 .00911 -.60042
12 6.08262 °64633 1.07756 .L6b66 ,13603 °32359 .01211 -.03215 .00662 -.46e78
13 9.03|05 .55006 -1.32796 .26763 .16510 -.39879 .06|00 .13514 .00869 1.58062
16 9.03105 1.32196 -.55006 .26763 °3987_ -.16518 .00005 .00006 .00001 .00073
15 9.03L05 1.32796 .55006 .24743 .39879 .16518 -.02860 .03933 -.006[1 .459q8
16 9°03105 ,55006 1.32796 .24743 .16516 .39879 -.03132 .10324 -.00666 1.20759
17 11.06666 .58637 -1.41563 .30366 .1760_ -.62511 -.01359 -.01860 -.00026 -.18057
18 11.06666 1.61563 -.58637 °30368 .62511 -.|7609 -.04685 -.02656 -.00090 -.25787
19 11.08446 1.41563 .58637 °30366 .42511 .17609 -°06677 .03672 -.00125 .356_7
20 11o08446 .58637 1.41563 .30368 .17_09 .62511 -.05882 .08050 -.00113 .7815_
21 13.63090 .5892! -1.62262 .37365 °17696 -.62721 -°02320 -.10738 0.00000 -.77116
22 13.63090 1o42262 -.58927 .37345 .42721 -.17656 -.05061 -.09667 0.00000 -.69426
23 13.63090 1°62262 .50917 .37365 .62721 .17696 -.05761 .11066 0.00000 .79336
26 13.63090 °58927 1.4_262 .37365 .17696 .627_1 -°06166 .19190 0°00000 1.37826
25 16.68370 .5_27 -1.62162 .45161 .17696 -.62721 -.01193 -.02500 0.00000 -.10824
26 16.66370 1.42262 -.56927 .65161 .62721 -°17696 -.03693 -.03031 0.00000 -.13124
27 16.68370 1.62262 .58727 .45161 .62721 .17696 -°03662 .03005 0.00000 .13009
_8 16.68370 .58927 1.42262 .45161 .17696 .62/21 -.01L16 .02338 0.00000 .10121
29 18.16[45 °58927 -1.42261 .50031 .17696 -.62721 .00649 .01359 0°00000 °03468
30 18.2616_ 1.42262 -.5092/ .50031 .42121 -.17696 .08422 .07309 0.00000 .18649
31 18.26165 1.62262 .5_927 .50031 .62721 .17696 -.03398 .02949 0.00000 .07524
32 18o26165 .58927 1.62262 .50031 .17696 .62721 -.02084 .04367 0.00000 .11162
33 20.03915 .58921 -1.42262 .56902 .17696 -.42121 .07776 .16Z68 0.00000 .12604
36 20.03915 1,42262 -.§6927 .§6g02 .61721 -.17696 .06964 .06061 0.00000 .04h90
35 20.0391_ 1.62262 .50927 ._6902 .62721 .17696 -.05572 °06836 0,00000 .03742
36 20.03915 .58927 1.62,262 .56902 .17696 .62721 -.05800 .12152 0.00000 .09404
37 21.81690 .58927 -1.62262 .597r2 .17696 -.62721 .10655 .11906 0.00000 -.21991
38 21.61690 1.42_62 -.58927 .59772 .62721 -.17696 .02705 .02348 0°00000 -.02357
39 21°61690 1.42262 .58927 ._9772 .61721 .17696 -.06561 .05676 O.O00OO -.05698
40 21.81690 .58927 1.62262 .59772 .17696 .62721 -.07379 .15661 0.00000 -.15522
41 23.59465 .58927 -1.42262 .64643 .17696 -.62721 °046_5 .09816 0.00000 -.27305
42 23.59465 1.q2261 -.58917 .66643 .42721 -.176S6 .02789 .02620 0.00000 -.06!33
43 23.59465 1._2262 .58927 .64663 .62711 .17696 -.08500 .07377 0.00000 -.20520
46 23.59465 .58927 1.62162 .66643 ,17696 .61721 -.03171 .06643 0.00000 -.18478
_5 25.38175 .58927 -1.42161 .69539 .IT696 -.62711 .07302 °15661 0.00000 -.70_37
46 25.38175 1.4_262 -.58927 °69539 .42721 -.17696 .08247 .0!233 0.00000 -.33046
47 25,38175 1.62262 °58927 .69539 ,62721 .1/696 -.12755 .11186 0.00000 -.51105
68 25.38175 .56927 1.6226_ .69539 .17696 .627Z1 -.07352 .L5565 0.00000 -.7L114
69 27.84000 .58927 -1.62262 .76276 .11696 -.42721 .05686 .20165 0.00000 -1.41697
_0 27.8_000 1.62262 -.58927 .7_274 .42721 -.17696 .00911 .01390 0.00000 -.09766
51 17._6000 1.42262 .58927 °76214 .427_1 .17696 -.03128 .06764 0.00000 -.33476
52 23.84000 .56927 1o42262 .76276 .17696 .62721 -.09019 .33164 0.00000 -2.330_5
53 31.Z0000 .58927 -1.41262 °85419 .17696 -.6271[ .01668 °06230 0.00000 -°64709
_6 31._0000 1.42262 -.56927 .6_41_ .42721 -.17696 -.00172 -.00303 0.00000 .03142
55 31.Z0000 [.42262 .58927 .65679 .62721 .1!696 -.0453_ .07970 0.00000 -.82709
56 31.20000 .58927 1.62262 .J56/9 .17696 .62121 -.05531 .23467 0.00000 -2.63756
_7 36.75000 .5d927 -1.6_262 .95205 .1/696 -.61721 -.00317 -.01300 0.00000 .18229
56 3¢.75000 1.42262 -.$8927 .95205 .62721 -.17696 -.06199 -.07174 0.00000 .99_19
59 34.75000 1.41262 .58927 .95205 .42721 .17656 -.01/23 .02943 0.00000 -.41022










































































YELOGLTIES ON _ING uPPER SURFACE, MAGHs2.0LO ALPHA"
PANEL VORTEX AXIAL LATERAL




L .22408 -.00793 .01805 .09163
-.L8020 -.030202 .20022 .12328
.09L44 -.L3524 -.054503 .L6902
4 .12030 .06533 -.09g81 -.07007
.07135 .04435 -.07099 -.0840L
6 .03408 .03_23 _.05783 -.10095
7 .03636 .040Z3 -.0§336 -.11633
8 .06207 °055|6 -.056ZZ -.L26bL
9 .07180 .06449 -.06097 -.L3338
10 .08669 .06911 -.05953 -.L34|9
IL .LLOL4 .Q7749 -.0600L -.L3&Zb
LZ ,L6587 -.0439R .05506 .09163
L3 .LbbO_ .05036 -.0S625 -.030ZO
16 .17415 .08086 -.OggSL -.05450
15 .lbg84 .10855 -*14900 -.07007
16 *15922 .0_612 -.129Bg -*0840|
IT .13547 .0g057 --.12543 -.lOOgS
18 .10343 .08L63 -.LI3Z4 -.11633
19 .obgTT .07059 -.L0269 -.L2661
20 .0531g .06391 -.09504 -.13338
2L .0466L .05768 --.08707 -.13419
ZZ .04233 .0§383 -.08245 -.L3426
Z3 °14925 -,05133 .05g?g .09163
Z4 .L4901 .03945 -.04483 -o030ZO
Z5 .1507L .05676 -.0665T -.05450
26 .L533Z ,0672g -.07945 -.07007
27 .IS&78 .0789L -,09635 -.08401
28 .L6070 .L0322 -.12910 -.10095
Zg .16040 .12730 -.L6727 -.11633
30 .15640 .1216T -.15367 -.L266L
31 .14846 .ll6g5 -.L4177 -.13338
32 .13225 .10889 -.L353T -.13419
33 .11211 .0_716 -.L2656 -.L34Z6
34 .L4331 -.05743 .06TL2 .09163
32 .L4342 .03404 -.03853 -.03020
36 .14370 .05333 -.0641Z -.05450
37 .L4424 .Ob417 -.07864 -.07007
3B .L4474 .07211 -.08825 -.0040L
3g .L4546 .0833L -.lO147 -.L0095
40 .14666 o0426g -.L1202 -.11633
41 .14BL5 .OgO3g -./1893 -.12661
62 .L4990 .LO30T --.LZbO0 -.13335
43 .ISlg8 .L0406 -.13016 -.13419
-,lZg78 -.1342646 .L53qB ,1076&
45 .14022 -.0f141 .0855L .ogL63
46 .L4038 .022a8 -.02033 -.03020
47 .14054 .05080 -.06147 -.05450
48 .14005 .05984 -.073L4 -.0;007
4g .14119 .0626g -.08261 -.08401
50 .1415L .07836 -.09488 -.L0095
5L .14182 .08737 -.L0503 -.LL633
52 .L4ZL5 .05469 -.1LSZ8 -.LZbbL
53 .L4254 ,OggSL -.12320 -.L3338
54 .14289 .ogog5 -.L25E4 -.L3419
55 .L4325 .09913 -.L3002 -.L3426
306
OG|VEC¥LI_DE_O00y WITH _50EGREE SNEEP NACA 65A006 NID--_[I_
SINGULARITY PANELING FOR SAMPLE CASE
iNTEGRATION OF ThE PRESSIJ_E OISTRISUT|ON





















































X ¥ Z X/C 2YI5 Z/C CP CN CT C_ POINT
1boTh699 Z.30136 0.00000 ,0_000 .19228 0.00000 -.10958 .12071 -.01623 ,#8666 l
17.611|7 2.30736 0,00000 .|5000 .1922_ 0.00000 -*18922 .20846 -.00936 .66760 2
18.65736 _.30_36 0.00000 .2_000 .19228 0.00000 -.1_170 .IS610 -.00388 .3677_ 3
19.3035L 2.J0736 0,00000 ,35000 .19228 0.00000 -.09911 .10986 -.OOtll .16560
20°16970 2.30736 0.00000 ,65000 .192_8 0.00000 -.07159 .07881 .00062 .05231 $
20.99587 _.30736 0°00000 .55000 .|9226 0.00000 -.06762 .07627 .OOlbO -.01356 b
21.86205 2.30736 0.00000 .65000 .19226 0.00000 -.08517 .09363 .00322 -,09_55 T
22.b8823 2.30736 0.00000 .75000 .1922_ 0.00000 -.10665 °1_727 -00502 -.219qt
23.53661 2-30]36 0.00000 .85000 .19226 0.00000 -.11816 .13016 .00607 -,35417 9
26.3_058 2._0_36 0.00000 -95000 .19228 0.00000 -.12630 .16133 .OOb&5 -.50421 IO
1_,8257T 6.12568 0.00000 -05000 -36381 0-00000 -.01696 °0258_ -.00305 .05163 11
19.55072 q.12568 0,00000 .15000 .36381 0.00000 -.11757 °20373 -.00913 .25717 I2
20.27568 6.12568 0.00000 .25000 .36381 0.00000 -.16626 .28810 -o0071b .15_80 13
21.00064 %12568 0.00000 ,3bOO0 .36381 0.00000 -.17911 .31036 -.00316 -.05_23 t6
_1.72559 6,12568 0o00000 ._5000 °36381 0.00000 -,1_501 .28593 °00152 -.26096 15
2_o6505_ 6,12568 0.00000 °55000 .36381 0.00000 -.15361 .26627 .00572 -._3b03 16
_3.17550 6.125bB 0.00000 .65000 .36381 0.00000 -.13760 ,23866 °00818 -.56330 17
23.90065 6.12566 0.00000 .75000 ,36381 0.00000 -.12315 °21339 .00916 -,b5883 16
26.62561 6.1L568 0.00000 ,85000 .36381 0.00000 -.11206 .196L6 .00905 -.7_01_ 19
25.35036 %12568 0.00000 .95000 .36381 0.00000 -.10303 °17653 °00860 -._lO0_ 20
21.51108 6o6_507 0.00000 .0_000 .5612b 0.00000 .00257 -°00362 .00060 .00239 21
22.07_0_ b.69507 0o00000 .15000 °56126 0.00000 -.08677 .11535 -.00517 -.14593 22
22ob6507 6.69507 0.00000 .25000 -5_126 0°00000 -.11058 °16701 -.O03b& -.26936 23
23.212C7 b.69507 0.00000 .35000 °56|26 0.00000 -°12_33 °17196 -.00176 -.61251 26
23o7790_ 6.69507 0o00000 .65000 .56126 0.00000 -.1569_ .21131 .00112 -.6261b 25
2_.36bOb 6.69507 0,00000 .55000 .5612b 0,00000 -,19700 °26191 .00563 -._2533 2b
2_.91305 b,6_507 0o00000 .65000 .56126 O.O0000 -,21101 .28052 .00963 -1.15017 27
25°68005 6.6g507 0.00000 .75000 .5612b 0.00000 -.20309 ,2700t .0115T -1.26013 26
26,06706 b.69507 0°00000 .85000 °$6126 0.00000 -.19389 .25777 °01202 -1.3691b 29
26°61606 6.69507 0o00000 .95000 .56|_6 0.00000 -.17969 .23916 ,01126 -|.3d73T 30
26.16669 8°83808 O, O0000 .05000 ,T_651 0.00000 .01376 -°01323 .O015b .0_636 3|
26°57728 8._3808 0.00000 .15000 .7_651 0°00000 -.07876 .07570 -,00339 -.26_9b 32
26._8808 8.83808 0,00000 .25000 .73_51 0.00000 -.10507 °10102 -.00251 -.62175 33
25.39887 8,_3808 0.00000 .35000 .73_51 0.00000 -.1212t .11656 -.00118 -.53_2 3_
25._0967 8.83808 O.O0000 ,65000 .T3(51 0.00000 -.13_36 .13206 .00070 -._5_88 _5
26.22066 8,83808 0°00000 .55000 .73651 0o00000 -.15668 °16852 .00319 -.80313 36
26.6_12b 8.83808 O.O0000 .b5000 ,73_51 0.00000 -°16686 .1b063 .0055| -.93361 37
27.0_205 8.83808 0°00000 .15000 ._3651 0.00000 -.1T5_0 °16863 .00722 -1.050_1 38
27.65285 8.83808 0°00000 °65000 .13651 0.00000 -.18025 .17330 °00808 -1.15065 39
27.86366 8,_3808 O.O0000 ._5000 .73_51 OoO00OO -°18353 ol7666 .00831 -1.26_13 60
26.58702 10°97386 0.00000 ,05000 °91669 0,00000 .03823 -.01913 .00225 .1106_ 61
2b._55_3 10.97386 OoO0000 .15000 .916_9 0.00000 -.0655_ .03282 -.001_7 -.19831 62
27.12386 10.97386 0°00000 .25000 .91669 0.00000 -°09898 .06952 -.0012_ -,31252 _3
27°39225 10.;1386 0,00000 ,35000 .91669 0.00000 -.11357 °05682 -.00057 -.37386 66
27.&b066 10.97386 0.00000 .65000 .91669 0.00000 -.129_2 °06675 .00036 -.64361 65
_7.92907 10.9_386 0.00000 -55000 .91669 0,00000 -°16607 .07308 .00157 -.52000 66
28.1976_ 10o97386 0.00000 .05000 ._1669 0.00000 -.15978 .07996 .00276 -.59032 67
28._6589 10.9_386 0.00000 ,75000 .91_69 0.00000 -.17000 -0_505 .00366 -.65091 _6
2_.13630 10.97386 0°00000 °85000 °91669 0.00000 -°|7392 .0870_ .O060b -.66_26 69
29.00271 10,97386 0.00000 .95000 .91669 0.00000 -°17621 .0_716 .O0_lO -.11385 50
307
VELOCLrIE$ ON NING LOWER SURFACEB HAGH-2*OIO
ALPHA" 5.000
PANEL VOETEX AXIAL LATERAL VERTICAL
ND. STRENGTH VELOCITV VELOCITY VELOCITY
L .22408 -.23401 .27948 -.26595
Z .2002_ -.076g4 .054L8 -.L44|Z
3 .16g02 -.07758 .0658T -.Llg81
4 .12030 -.0549T .0_258 -.L0424
5 .01135 -.02700 .03510 -.09031
6 .03408 .00115 .01657 -.0733b
T .03636 .00387 .0228b -.05798
8 .06Z07 -.00691 .03836 -°04770
? .07180 -o00731 .0405q -.04093
LO .0866? -.01157 .05051 -.0401Z
11 .11014 -.03265 .06299 -.04006
12 .16_87 -.20984 .24857 -.26595
13 .16609 -.11573 .1_752 -.1441Z
14 .17415 -.09329 .10Z85 -.11981
15 .Lb984 -.06128 .04905 -.10424
16 .1§922 -.06311 °05825 -.0g031
17 .13547 -.04490 .04213 -.07336
L8 .10343 -.02179 .02808 -.05798
Lg .06977 .O0082 .01455 -.06770
20 .05319 .01072 .01115 -.04093
21 .04661 .01107 .01517 -.04012
22 °04233 .01151 .01750 -.04006
23 .14925 -.20058 .23352 -.26595
24 .14901 -.10955 .12903 -.14412
25 .|5071 -.09395 .L0910 -.11981
26 .15332 -.08603 .0988_ -.L0424
27 .15678 -.OT78b .08716 -.09031
Z8 °16070 -.0574B .05580 -.07336
Z9 .L6040 -.03310 .01739 -.05796
30 .LSb40 -.03473 .02806 -.04770
3| .14848 -*0315_ *03468 -*04093
32 .13225 -.02336 .03135 -*06012
33 .11211 -.01495 .02941 -.04,006
34 °1_331 -.200Z$ .2343Z -.Z6595
35 .1434£ -.10938 .1289g -.14612
36 °14370 -.09038 .L0350 -°11981
37 .144_4 -.08007 .08952 -.L0424
38 °14474 -.07263 .08038 -.09031
39 .14546 -.06215 .06778 -.07336
40 .146bb -.05397 .05819 -.05798
4L .14815 -.04976 .05Z37 -.04770
42 .14990 **@6683 .04647 -.04Og]
43 .15198 -.04792 .04356 -.04012
64 .15398 -.04636 .04500 -.04006
45 .14022 *.21168 .Z5309 -.2bsg5
46 .14038 -.|LTbg .14344 -.14412
41 .14054 -.08974 .10248 -.11981
48 .14085 -.08102 .og|il -.10424
4g .14119 -.07349 o08176 -.09031
50 .14151 -.0631§ .O69gb -.07336
51 .1418Z -.054_5 .06007 -.05798
52 .14215 -.g414b .05006 -.04770
53 .14254 -.04303 .04231 -.04093
54 .14289 -.06393 .03996 -.04012
55 .143Z5 -.04412 .03598 -o04006
308
OGIVE_YLI_DER UDD¥ NITH _ DEGREE SWEEP NACA 6_AO0_ M|OoWING
SINGULARITY PANELING FOR SANPLE CASE
iNTEGRATIUN OF TEE PWESSURE DISTRISUTIUN





















































X Y Z XtC 2Y/B Z/C CP GN CT CM POINT
18.76499 2._0736 0.00000 .05000 .19_28 0,00000 .29517 °32516 .03833 1.31626 1
17.6111T 2.3C734 0.00000 .l_O00 .19228 0.00000 .IT381 .I9[¢T e008§8 .61305 2
18,45734 2.3073_ 0.00000 .25000 .19228 0.00000 .14959 °16478 .00410 .38817 3
IV.30352 2.3073_ 0.00000 .35000 .19228 0.00000 .09356 .10304 .00106 .1555_ 6
20.14970 2.3073_ 0.00000 ._5000 °19228 0.00000 °033%4 °03738 -.00020 °02480 5
Z0._9_87 Z.30734 0°00000 ._5000 .1_228 0.00000 o00168 .00185 -°00004 -°0003_ 6
21°_205 2.3013_ 0.00000 .65000 .19228 0.00000 .00857 .009_4 -°00032 -.OOgTt T
22.68823 2.30734 0.00000 .75000 °19228 0.00000 .01E65 .02054 -o00088 -.O3852 8
23.53_41 2.3073_ O.CO000 .85000 .19228 0.00000 .02880 °03172 -°00|48 -.08633 9
24.3805u 2.30734 0.00000 °95000 .19228 0.00000 ,05438 .05990 -.00282 -.21371 10
1o.82571 4.12588 0.00000 .05000 .34381 0.00000 .31460 o$4513 .06426 1.08331 II
19.55072 6.12588 0.00000 .15000 .34381 0.00000 °2265_ .3925T °01759 .49553 12
20.27568 4.1256U 0.00000 °25000 .34361 0.00000 .I7265 °29882 o007_3 .16056 13
21.00063 4.12568 0.00000 ,35000 .34381 0.00000 ,14107 .24445 .00241 -°04587 14
2|.T2559 4.12_68 0.00000 .45000 .3_381 0.00000 .12_4_ °21221 -°00113 -.19366 15
22,45054 4.12568 0.00000 .5_000 .34381 0.00000 ,07674 °13297 -.00286 -.21774 16
23.17_50 4.12_8 0.00000 .bSO00 .343_1 0.00000 .02777 .04812 -.00165 -.11387 1T
23.90045 4.12568 0,00000 .75000 °34381 0.00000 -.00584 -.O|OII .000_3 .03|22 IB
24.625_1 4.12568 0°00000 .85000 .34381 0.00000 -o01631 -.02825 .00132 .10772 19
2_.35036 4.1256_ 0.00000 °qSO00 .34381 0.00000 -.01T_0 -.02980 .001_0 .13_20 20
21.51108 6._9507 0.00000 .05000 ._4128 0.00000 .3019T .40146 ,04732 -.28025 21
22.07808 6.49507 0°00000 .1_000 .54126 0.00000 .22019 .29274 .01312 -.37033 22
22.64_01 6.49507 0.00000 .25000 .5_126 0.00000 .1g751 .26258 °00653 -.68107 23
23.21207 b.4950? O.O0000 .35000 .54126 0.00000 .18127 .2_099 .0026_ -.57815 24
23,77906 6.49507 0.00000 .45000 .5612_ 0.00000 .15125 .20109 -.00L07 -.59643 25
24._46C6 6.49507 0.00000 .55000 .54126 0.00000 .10311 °13708 -.00295 -.48631 26
2_.91305 6._9507 0.00000 .65000 ._4126 0.00000 .07770 .10330 -°0035_ -.42354 27
25.48005 6._9507 0.00000 .75000 ._4126 0°00000 o07_72 .09936 -.00626 -._6362 28
26.04704 6._9507 0.00000 .85000 °54126 0.00000 .06182 .08219 -.00383 -.43018 29
26.61_04 6._501 0.00000 .95000 .5_126 0.00000 .064|4 .05888 -.00276 -°340_0 30
24.16649 8.83808 0.00000 °05000 .73_51 0.00000 .30182 .29018 .03_20 -.97310 31
2_.$_728 8._3808 0.00000 .15000 .73651 0.00000 .21_33 .20799 .00q32 -.78293 32
24.98808 8,83808 0.00000 .25000 .73_51 0.00000 °18771 .|80¢T °00669 -.75347 33
25.39887 8.83608 0,00000 .35000 .73_1 0.00000 .l_gSO .16296 .00165 -.74733 34
25._0967 8.83808 0.00000 .45000 .13651 0.00000 .15022 .14442 -.O007T -._2164 J5
26o220_6 8°83808 0.00000 .55000 .73_51 0.00000 °12952 .12452 --.00268 -°67336 38
26.83126 8.83808 0.00000 .65000 .73651 0.00000 .11§3T .110q2 -.00381 -°64_36 37
27.04205 8.83808 0°00000 .75000 .73_51 0.00000 .10711 .10298 -°0046| -.641_6 38
2/.45285 8,83808 0.00000 .85000 .736_1 0.00000 .10§12 .10106 -°00_71 -.bTI03 39
27.86364 8.83808 0.00000 .95000 .73_51 0.00000 .10462 .10059 -.00413 -.70920 40
26._6T02 t0._7384 0.00000 .05000 .916_9 0.00000 .316_3 .15832 °01866 -.91416 41
26.85543 L0._738_ 0.00000 .15000 .91649 0.00000 .223_9 .I1182 .00501 -.67565 _2
27.12384 10._7384 0.00000 ,25000 .91449 0.00000 .18804 °09608 °0023_ -.59373 43
27.39225 10._7384 0.00000 .35000 .91449 0.00000 .17134 °08573 .00087 -.56403 4_
27.86066 10._7384 0.00000 .45000 .91669 0°00000 .15208 °0760g -.00061 -.52104 45
ZZ.92907 10._7384 0.00000 .55000 ._1449 0°00000 .13_93 °06551 -.00141 -._6617 46
28.19748 10.97384 0.00000 °65000 .g1649 0.00000 .11329 .05668 -.00195 -.41859 _
28.40589 10.97384 O.O0000 .75000 .91449 0.00000 .10052 .05029 -°00215 -.384g0 48
28.73430 10°97384 0.00000 .85000 °_1469 0.00000 .09666 °04836 -°00228 -.38310 49
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